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7. Description  
 

Architectural Classification (Enter categories from instructions.):   Modern Movement:  
Streamline Moderne 
  
Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 
foundation: Concrete 
walls: Brick 
roof:  Concrete w/ built-up   
other:    

  
Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property.  Describe 
contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 
briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, method of 
construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic 
integrity.)   
 
Summary Paragraph 
Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital was designed by well-known Louisiana architect, Edward F. Neild 
and constructed in 1937.  Located across the Red River from downtown Alexandria in neighboring 
Pineville, the entire 20.16 acre hospital property includes 7 contributing and 11 non-contributing 
buildings. The 3 story main hospital building sits at the end of a long drive complete with a guard 
house and fence. The building’s modern style can be seen in many original features including ribbon 
windows, contrasting colors of blonde and  red bricks, aluminum details including curved entrance 
canopies, and original aluminum sculptural panels above the entry. There have been some 
alterations to the exterior of the main hospital block and some of the support buildings, but overall, the 
Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital retains a high degree of integrity and remains eligible for listing on 
the National Register.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Narrative Description  
 
Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital was conceived by its namesake, Louisiana’s famous governor of the 
1920s and 1930s, as part of his commitment to “care for the indigents… the helpless and afflicted 
people.”1  Approved in 1937, ground was broken in March, 1938 and the first patient was admitted 
October 7, 1939.  Designed in the Streamline Moderne style by master Louisiana architect, Edward F. 
Neild, the building is now re-discovered, representing that brief time between the great depression 
and WW II when architecture in the United States spoke eloquently to the hope for better times and 
the legacy of an assassinated governor’s commitment to the common man began its fulfillment. 
 
The 20.16 acre site herein described (figure 20) is the location chosen by the newly created Louisiana 
State Hospital Board in 1937 for the first of six planned hospitals to serve the health care needs of the 
indigent people of Louisiana.  Originally named Mid-State Charity Hospital, the name was changed by 
the Legislature to Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital shortly after opening in 1939 as a tribute to the 
Governor whose dream it was to build a statewide system of charity hospitals.  This site was selected 
by the board after considering several possibilities for a central location within the 8-parish area 

                                                           
1 DeParle, Jason.  “Charity:  An ailing system.” Times Picayune 21 April 1986:  Print. 
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(including Avoyelles, Catahoula, Concordia, Grant, LaSalle, Rapides, Vernon, and Winn) it was 
intended to serve.  Positioned within a sparsely populated urban neighborhood near the edge of town 
in Pineville, several houses were moved or demolished in preparation for its construction.2   
 
The site of the hospital is referred to as a “hill” in the early newspaper accounts3 but is actually, at 
best, a low rise from its frontage on Main St. with a more noticeable drop-off at the rear to Spanish 
Bayou.  Early references mention three large live oak trees that adorned the site and were protected 
during the construction of the building.  Caroline Coroneos Dorman, the locally renowned naturalist 
whose work with the Louisiana Forestry Department led to the creation of the Kisatchie National 
Forest and the Louisiana State Arboretum designed the landscaping for the site.4  Access to the site 
is via a two-block boulevard extending from Main St. in Pineville to the front door of the hospital.  
Records show the road work in front of the hospital to have been completed as a WPA project 
(figures 1-3).  To the rear of the site is a small meandering ditch called Spanish Bayou and beyond, a 
wooded area that connects to the grounds of the Central Louisiana State Hospital - lending a 
contrasting rural feel to the otherwise urban setting.  Initial construction included the three story 
69,500 square foot reinforced concrete frame brick-clad hospital and the physical plant building set to 
the rear left of the site to provide heat to the building via steam pipes routed through a subterranean 
tunnel connecting the two buildings (figures 10 & 12).   
 

Contributing Elements  
Main Hospital Building (see Photos 1-5,9,11,12,15,25-27,37-47 and  Figures 1-6) 
Façade: 
The style of the hospital building is Streamline Modern.  Among the first things to catch an observer’s 
eye is the design of the far ends of the lateral wings which incorporates two levels of rounded porch 
extensions bounded by waist-high parapet walls of the body brick.  The outer limits of the porches are 
supported by oversized unornamented cylindrical columns. 
 
The Streamline Modern Style is said to have been heavily influenced by nautical architecture (The 
ocean liner SS Normandie incorporated many inspirational elements of the style) and these 
extensions look very much like the stern of a ship.5  The façade of the building features a dramatic, 
streamlined, horizontal form with a high width to height aspect ratio, window bands, curving porch 
projections, a flat roof, and a primary surface of very pale brick.  The light colored brick set with 
matching mortar creates a uniform field that contrasts with the window bands of darker red brick and 
matching mortar further accentuating the horizontal. These horizontal bands are further delineated 
with cast concrete coping at the sill course.  The coping of the second and third level extend to cap 
the parapet walls of the porch extensions.   
 
The windows are metal frame; double hung horizontally divided three-over three, and painted red to 
match the color of the brick of the window bands. The central massing of the structure, composing 1/3 
of the total façade is a two-step extension from the vertical plane of the wings – the first is a shallow 

                                                           
2
 Roberts, Jonathan and Durant, Thomas J. Jr. A History of the Charity Hospitals of Louisiana A Study 

of Poverty, Politics, Public Health, and the Public Interest.  Lewiston, Queenston, Lampeter:  The 
Edwin Mellen Press 
3 Staff Writer.  “Charity Hospital in Pineville May Open Next Week” Alexandria Daily Town Talk 29 
September 1939:  Print 
4
 Donald M. Rawson, "Caroline Dormon: A Renaissance Spirit of Twentieth Century Louisiana," 

Louisiana History, XXIV (1983) 
5Reed, Robert Carroll (1975). The streamline era. Golden West Books. p. 278. ISBN 9780870950537.  
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squared-off extension half the width of the two wings and finished with the identical treatment. The 
second extension, forming the central 1/4 of the façade is centered and bowed from the plane of the 
first extension.   
 
This most central massing features a different finish treatment.  The entrance, a low inset porch with 
side walls of the rounded continuation of the façade field brick contains a relatively short double-door-
and-transom entrance flanked by a pair of double hung metal frame & sash windows of the same 
dimension as those of the façade.  (The original brass doors were removed in order to protect them 
from damage from Hurricane Rita.  They are currently stored in the Physical Plant (see figure 13)). 
The door lintel, a metallic version of the cast concrete coping of the façade extends the full with of the 
porch bisecting the upper sashes of the flanking windows.  The porch is protected by a flat, rounded 
projecting canopy edged with a double-sized version of the coping used elsewhere on the façade.  
This coping treatment continues to the outer limits of the center massing to form an “eyebrow” for the 
four first level windows flanking the entrance porch.   
 
All of these elements work to continue the very horizontal orientation of the building.  The upper 
portion of this central massing, however, shows a distinct vertical orientation - with vertically aligned 
windows and ornamental panels separated by vertical “columns” of brick.  These seven ornamental 
stainless steel and bronze botanical panels (presumably featuring species native to Louisiana) 
constitute the building’s only nod to ornament.   The whole of the façade design works together to 
draw the eye of the observer from the ends to the center and upwards where he finds, in large block 
stainless steel letters the name Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital.  After a short study, one is left with 
an appreciation for the thoughtfulness of the design.  
 
The setting and presentation of the assembled elements was obviously important to the designer.  In 
its original configuration – without the present day obstructions of mature trees, the addition of the 
canteen and the lab and ER additions – the very broad sweep of the dramatic façade (325 ‘ wide) set 
at the top of a low rise and presented with minimal obstructions down the rising wide approach was 
intentionally dramatic. (see Figure 9)   
 
The alterations to the hospital building are obvious – additions to the building from 1982 (DeKeyzer & 
Boutte, architects (see Photo 60)).  At the right side of the front facade, a one-story squared-off flat 
roofed addition extending forward from the right half of that wing (laboratory) and a larger one-story 
flat roofed addition extending out from the extended porches of the right wing (emergency room).  
Additionally, on the south end of the building, the area below the lower porch extension has been 
enclosed with a low wall of matching brick capped with a rowlock course of brick surmounted with 
aluminum framed tall and narrow fixed pane windows.  The multi pane arrangement of these windows 
is made necessary in order to follow the curve of the original porch extension but makes the 
enclosure an obvious alteration as compared to original images of the building (date of this alteration 
is unknown).  
 
Closer examination reveals too, that several of the original window openings have been bricked up.  
According to the current administrator6, this was made necessary by the repurposing of floor space 
over the years. Some effort to make these alterations sensitive to the original are noticeable in the 
selection of the brick (and mortar), the continuation of the window band and the curves of the stair 
landing and extension of the larger addition. While it is clear that some of the windows have been 

                                                           
6
 Maroma, Wiliam B. Personal interview. 21 October 2014. 
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bricked in, they were filled in within the original opening size, which helps to maintain some of the 
original design rhythm. As far as the two additions to the right go, while they are new, they were done 
rather sensitively using a blond colored brick to match the original. Original moderne design details 
were drawn upon for the design of these additions, but it is clear that they are new construction. 
Furthermore, their size is of a low scale and overall, they do not detract from the main historic hospital 
building.  (see Figures 15-17 and Photos 37-43) 
  
Right Side elevation:   The right side elevation is the NE wall of the 1982 Emergency Room addition.  
This single story wall of blonde brick (chosen, no doubt, to match the lighter brick of the façade) is 
unbroken but for one opening – an aluminum-framed double door entrance to the emergency room.  
A canopy extends from the roof line above the entrance to cover the area where emergency vehicles 
deliver patents to the emergency room.   The canopy is banded with bronze colored metal roofing and 
is supported at its outer limit by simple cylindrical concrete columns similar to those supporting the 
projecting porches of the original structure.  A simpler canopy constructed of steel and metal roofing 
extends along the wall from the N corner of the addition covering a walkway from the parking area to 
the entrance.  The integrity if this elevation is as-built with the exception of the smaller of the two 
canopies which is an obvious after thought. 
 
Rear Elevation:  The rear elevation includes the rear of the primary wing described above and 
rearward projecting central extension.  The treatment of the rear of the primary wing is a continuation 
of that described for the façade with red brick window bands set into a lighter colored brick field 
bordered with cast concrete coping.  Just as with the primary façade, the plane of the outer reach of 
the extensions is bumped out in two stages establishing the visual dominance of the central massing. 
 
The three stories projecting central wing (which is slightly taller than the lateral wings of the primary 
façade) continues the design treatment with one obvious difference:  although the lighter field brick 
and cast concrete coping treatment is continued, the red brick window bands terminate at about the 
middle of the extension’s projection.  As is the case with the primary façade, the integrity of the rear 
elevation is affected by alterations over the years – most obviously in the closing of a number of 
window openings however, it should be again noted that these alterations were done with some 
degree of sensitivity in attempting to match the brick and mortar of the original design. 
 
To the left of the central wing is an addition dating to prior to 1982, which is the Day 
Surgery/Oncology addition to the building. This was later joined, via an enclosed walkway, to the 
Outpatient Building. For this reason, the Day Surgery/Oncology addition is being included in the count 
for the main hospital building as it was constructed as an addition. The Outpatient Building is being 
counted separately since it was joined at a later date to the Day Surgery/Outpatient building and Main 
Hospital building.   
 
Left Side Elevation:  The left side elevation consists of rounded extensions (slightly inset) from the 
SW end of the left wing of the primary structure.  At ground level, the curved extension is defined by a 
blond brick waist-high wall surmounted by narrow vertically divided aluminum framed windows.  At 
the far end is a double-door entrance set toward the front and a single door to the rear.  The second 
floor is an extended open porch or balcony bounded by a waist high wall of blond brick.   There are 
two entrance doors from the balcony to the hospital interior.   At the rear, the second floor porch 
extends rearward to accommodate a landing for an integrated stairway to the ground level along the 
rear wall.  Between the second and third levels are three equally spaced unornamented cylindrical 
support columns.  The third level is a repeat of the second level without the integrated stairway.  
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Immediately adjacent to the structure is a large steel framed structure open on four sides and topped 
with metal roofing.  This structure served as a cover for parking.   
 
To the NW and SW sides of this structure are two temporary trailers which served as offices and 
laboratory space.   The integrity of this elevation is fair to good –a photograph taken during 
construction (see Figure 7) reveals the alterations to this portion of the structure:    Originally the 
ground level, like the second and third levels was open – the brick wall, windows and doorway were 
added.  The four support columns of the ground level, visible in the original photograph are still in 
place.  The two bracketed entry roofs visible in the original photograph have been replaced with a 
modern steel and metal roofing canopy.  The original bracketed entry roofs may now be those at the 
front of the physical plant. All-in-all most of the loss of integrity to this area of the structure is 
reversible. 
 
Interior :  The physical layout of the interior of the original building is simple and logical.  The central 
massing and the rear projecting wing of the structure house the dining room and kitchen, mechanicals 
(HVAC, elevators), surgery and recovery rooms and procedure rooms.   The lateral wings of the 
central massing house the patients’ rooms and nurses’ stations.  Later additions house those 
functions for which they were designed – emergency room and laboratory.  Interior finishes in the 
original portion of the hospital include plastered walls with tile wainscoting, terrazzo and tile floors and 
suspended acoustical ceilings.  Doors are metal security doors or solid core wood.  Fixtures and 
fittings are what one would expect in a hospital.  The organization and finishes and fixtures of the 
hospital are designed for functionality without regard to ornament.  The lobby is small and functional - 
the spare ornamentation of the exterior of the entrance ends at the door and flanking window 
treatment with its brass trim (the original brass doors are stored in the physical plant (see Figure 13)).  
The integrity of the interior space is primarily affected by the obvious additions, as previously noted.  
In addition, the organization of the interior rooms was altered relatively early in the life of the building 
when the floorplan was altered from large open wards with many beds in a single space to more 
patient rooms accommodating four to six patents per room.  This alteration followed the general 
evolution of healthcare in the hospital setting. 
 
Alterations affecting the overall integrity of the original hospital are most noticeably the 1982 additions 
of the emergency room and laboratory and the earlier addition of the day surgery / oncology area.  It 
must be acknowledged that these were designed with some sensitivity to the original design of the 
building as noted.  In addition, the repurposing of floor space as the result of changing healthcare 
practices resulted in the closure of a good many original window openings.  Here again, this work was 
done with sensitivity and the resulting impact on the important element of the elaborated window 
bands is minimal.  Beyond these notable alterations to the original structure, the integrity of the 
hospital building is very good both exterior and interior. 
 
Physical Plant, Contributing Building (see Photos 19 & 20) 
Another significant original structure on the site – the physical plant – remains unaltered on the 
exterior with the minor exception of the replacement of overhead doors of the vehicle bays and 
alterations to windows to facilitate the installation of window air conditioner units.  The design of the 
physical plant is contemporary to but less stylish than that of the hospital – a less important structure 
but of the same hand.  The brick is the same, windows are the same, but have smaller lite patterns 
(two-over-two), and the window band treatment is repeated.   
 
Built into the backside of the hill on which the hospital is built, what, from the front appears to be a 
one-story structure with four vehicle bays flanked by a door and window on either side is actually an 
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extension of the third level of the three-story structure.  As if to confirm its lesser importance, only the 
front and sides of the structure are veneered in brick while the rear wall is finished in stucco.  Further 
confirming its utilitarian purpose is the associated boiler smoke stack.  The roof is flat and the short 
parapet walls are capped with square unornamented cast concrete.   
 
One bit of ornament is the canopies over the two front doors and one of the vehicle bays (where the 
overhead door has been replaced with a permanent enclosure with a doorway).  Two of these 
canopies are smaller versions of the hospital’s entrance canopy with simple but stylish heavy iron 
supporting brackets.  The third is supported by flimsy rods from overhead lending evidence, in 
addition to the fact that this was once the location of an overhead vehicle bay door, which it is not in 
its original location.  The same may be true of the other two canopies as identical canopies, clearly 
seen on the third floor of the South end in the 1938 photo of the hospital (see Figures 7&8), are no 
longer there.  
 
The integrity of the physical plant, considering the minimal alterations noted above, is very good. 
 
The Guard Shack,  Canteen, and Fence, 1 contributing bui lding, 1 contributing element – 1937 
& 1952 (see Photos 48-54) 
The guard shack adjacent to the entrance gate of the site can be clearly seen in photos taken before 
the hospital was opened (see Figure 3).  It is very small with space for one person and a desk. A 
small window on the Main St. side presumably allows a guard to see incoming traffic and a door and 
window at the gate side allow access and a view of the gate.  Build of the same brick as the hospital, 
this small structure is Spartan but for the design of its South wall.  This wall is one of the eight original 
brick columns that form the front fence of the site.  The columns are constructed of the same brick as 
the hospital, rounded on the lateral faces and capped with limestone.  The two columns that flank the 
entrance gate and the two that anchor the far ends of the fence are larger versions of the smaller 
columns that divide the space between.  Ornamental iron panels enclose the spaces between the 
columns.  Inset into the inside face of the two columns flanking the entrance gate are stylized original 
light fixtures. The integrity of the guard shack is very good.  The integrity of the fence was 
compromised on the right side with the loss of two of the columns and their associated iron work – 
one lost with the addition of the canteen in 1954 and the other lost (presumably) due to the 
encroachment of a tree. 
 
The canteen portion of this structure is an addition that dates to 19547 and served until the facility’s 
closure as a café for visitors.  It is a simple single story flat roofed  structure with an entrance for 
patrons centrally located on the South facing façade flanked by aluminum framed windows set into 
the upper half of the wall of blond brick matching that of the original guard shack. The patron’s 
entrance is a single metal door set into a wider space that appears to have been “boarded over”.  
Evidence suggests this entrance was originally a pair of aluminum framed glass doors with sidelights 
and a transom.  The treatment of the opposite wall is very similar with a central bank of aluminum 
framed fixed pane windows set in the upper half of the wall.  The South West corner is an open 
covered pavilion – designed, perhaps, as a shelter for patrons awaiting transportation.  A second 
(rear) door to the canteen is located in the south wall under the pavilion. Although this simple addition 
was designed to be sympathetic to the guard shack, using very similar brick and overall design, 
evidence of buckling in the Main St. wall suggests some structural flaw.  The loss of the original 
entrance and the suggestion of structural issues affect the integrity of the canteen. 
 

                                                           
7 Louisiana Facilities Planning & Control Site Code 6-40-015.  State ID 06491 
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The Outpatient Building – 1940 (see Photos 28-34) 
Over the years, several structures were added to the site.  The earliest, constructed in 1940 was the 
venereal disease clinic constructed to the right rear of the hospital, which was administered by the 
United States Public Health Service until it closed in 1950.  In 1960, this clinic was reopened and 
converted into an 8-bed alcohol treatment center to participate in the Tri-Med Program, a statewide 
initiative established by Governor Jimmie Davis and the Legislature in the 1960’s.8   The building is a 
one story flat roofed 15,000 sq ft wood frame structure designed roughly in a T-form with three wings 
at right angles to a central entrance.  The treatment of the exterior walls is stucco with a heavy 
pebbled finish.  Windows are aluminum frame three lite jalousie.  Doors are flush metal doors with 
single lites.  The exterior walls of the entrance are composed of an aluminum framed grid of windows 
with double aluminum framed glass doors, which makes up the most stylized portion of the building.  
There is an attached hallway connecting the Outpatient building to the hospital with similar window 
treatment to that of the Outpatient building, but finished with brick leaving one to wonder if this was a 
later addition that served to just connect the two buildings on the interior to provide sheltered access. 
Besides this hallway connector, it does not appear that there have been any other alterations made to 
the Outpatient Buildings since its construction.  The integrity of the outpatient building is very good.  
 
The Intern Quarters – 1948  (see Photos 55-57) 
The intern quarters (Van Os & Flaxman, architects) were added to provide living space for interns 
from Tulane and LSU Medical Schools – the primary source of physician staffing.9  Although the 
design of the building bears similarities to the hospital – consisting of a modern horizontal form and 
the use of similarly colored brick on the body and in the contrasting elements -   the differences may 
outnumber the similarities.  The fenestration of the façade is almost all glass with bands of large one-
over-one windows.  The inset entrance bears more resemblance to the Outpatient Building than the 
hospital.   This building reflects the change in style to the post-war mid-century modern that occurred 
over the single decade between the designs of the two buildings. On the left side elevation, there are 
two doors, one on each floor, that serve as exits. A simple exit stair leads from the second floor to the 
ground.  The only alterations that have occurred on this building including the addition of a decorative 
wrought iron balustrade, likely for safety, above the entrance, and painted plywood at the far right of 
the building.   The integrity of the intern quarters building is very good. 
 
The Warehouse – 1948  (see Photos 13,14,16,17) 
The Warehouse, added in 1948 is a steel frame brick veneer 4,750 sq ft one story flat roofed 
building.10  Built with brick that is similar in color to that of the hospital, that’s where the similarities 
end.  This is strictly a functional (as its purpose suggests) building with no particular sense of style or 
ornament.  Windows are set high on their walls (probably to allow light without limiting storage space) 
and the entrance is inset with a pair of flush metal doors. The windows are painted red like those on 
the main hospital building and are four lite awning style windows and one over one sash windows. 
Other original features include two sets of double doors with original frosted glass. A modern metal 
storage building along with carport for large trucks was added in front of the building. While the newer 
construction does block part of the façade of the warehouse, it is not actually attached and is 
therefore not an alteration to the building. 
  

Non-Contributing Resources 
 
                                                           
8
Jonathan Roberts and Thomas J. Durant, Jr. A History of the Charity Hospitals of Louisiana A Study of Poverty, Politics, Public Health, 

and the Public Interest.  Lewiston, Queenston, Lampeter:  The Edwin Mellen Press 
9
 Roberts.  

10
 Louisiana Facilities Planning & Control Site Code 6-40-015.  State ID 06493 
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For a resource to be considered non-contributing at Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital, the resource 
would have been constructed or moved onto the site outside the period of significance. There are no 
historic resources, constructed within the period of significance, that have been altered to the point 
that they are no longer considered contributing. All non-contributing resources, which consist of 10 
buildings and 3 objects, are of modern vintage.  

 
Bio Med Trailer  (see Photo 7). This trailer was moved to the site in 198311, outside of the period of 
significance. 
 
Medical Staff / Admin Trailer (see Photos 8-10). This trailer was moved to the site in 198512, outside 
of the period of significance. 
 
Secondary Warehouse Building – (see Photos 13,14,16,17) –  This building was moved on site 
sometime after 200513, outside of the period of significance and is thus, non-contributing.  
 
Maintenance Shop (see Photo 18) this shop was constructed in 1976 14, outside of the period of 
significance 
 
Maintenance Shed (see Photo 21) this shed was constructed in 1992 15, outside of the period of 
significance. 
 
Hazardous Waste Storage  (see Photo 22) this shed was constructed in 200016, outside of the period 
of significance. 
 
Helipad (see Photo 15) – Non-contributing object. Concrete pad for helicopters to land on, which is 
considered non-contributing as it was constructed outside of the period of significance.  
 
Chillers (see Photo 24) – 2 Non-contributing objects. 
 
Chiller Building (see Photo 15) this building was constructed in 1978 17, outside of the period of 
significance. 
 
Prisoner Holding Building  (see Photo 35)  This modern building is the property of the Rapides 
Parish Sherriff Office and was constructed after the period of significance.  This building will be 
removed from the site. 
 
Outpatient Pharmacy Building (see Photo 36).  This building was moved onto the site in 2007 18, 
outside of the period of significance. 
 

Overall Site Integrity 
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Overall, the site retains nearly all its historic integrity.  Driving up the boulevard to the hospital today 
one is greeted with much the same view as the first patients might have seen in 1938.  Despite the 
additions and alterations to the main hospital building and the addition of a number of temporary 
structures, the site remains very much as it was originally. 
 
 

8. Statement of Significance  
 

Applicable National Register Criteria (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying 
the property for National Register listing.) 

 

X A Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history. 

 B Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. 
X C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or 
represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual 
distinction. 

 D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history 
 
 Criteria Considerations:  
 
 A Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 
 B Removed from its original location   
 C A birthplace or grave 
 D A cemetery 
 E A reconstructed building, object, or structure 
 F A commemorative property 
 G Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years  

 
Areas of Significance (Enter categories from instructions.): Architecture, Health /Medicine  

 
Period of Significance: Criterion A: 1937- 1965; Criterion C: 1937-1939  

 
 Significant Dates: October 7, 1939 
   
 Significant Person (Complete only if Criterion B is marked above): N/A 
 
 Cultural Affiliation (only if criterion D is marked above): N/A 
  
 Architect/Builder (last name, first name): Neild, Edward F. 
 
Period of Significance (justification) : 
From its concept through design and construction, (1937 – 1939), the nominee is significant for its 
contribution to the diversity of architecture catalogued in the State of Louisiana.  In addition, from its 
concept to the present date, the nominee is the physical monument to the notion that the highest 
calling of government and the measure of the most advanced civilization is the accommodation for 
the most basic needs of the least empowered.  Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital speaks to the pride 
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of the State of Louisiana in being the location of the first charity hospital in the nation and in 
institutionalizing state wide care for the indigent decades ahead of the federal government.   
 
  Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary) : N/A 
 
Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level 
of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any applicable 
criteria considerations.)  
 
Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital is significant at the local level under Criterion C: Architecture for its 
significance as a prime example of Streamline Modern architecture within Pineville and Rapides 
Parish. Additionally, it is significant statewide under Criterion A: Health/Medicine for the role it played 
as the charity hospital for central Louisiana. The period of significance under Criterion C is 1937-1939 
reflecting the years it took to design and complete the hospital. The period of significance under 
Criterion A is 1937 – 1965 Reflecting the years that the hospital served as the only charity hospital in 
the central Louisiana area including the 8 surrounding parishes.  
______________________________________________________________________ 
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one  paragraph for each area of significance.)   
 
As an example of the Streamline Moderne style, Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital displays most of 
the hallmark characteristics including: simplified forms with rounded corners devoid of much applied 
decoration, horizontal compositions, bands of windows and flat roofs, smooth brick exterior wall 
surfaces and subdued colors with light earth tones contrasting with darker trim colors. 
 
In the field of Medicine, Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital represents the very best intentions to 
provide comfort and healing to those among us who can least afford it.  In a state with the proud 
heritage of being home to the second oldest hospital in the country – a charity hospital - this was the 
state wide outreach to provide the most essential of needs many decades before any such attempt on 
the part of the federal government. Additionally, Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital was only the third 
charity hospital in the state and the first to serve the central part of the state.19  
 
Criterion A: Health/Medicine  
 

A Brief History of Louisiana’s Charity Hospital System 
In 1736, while Louisiana was still a French colony, The Charity Hospital of New Orleans first opened 
its doors.  Funding for the hospital was made possible by the bequeath of sailor and boat builder Jean 
Louis upon his death in 1735 to …”serve in perpetuity to the founding of a hospital for the sick of the 
city of New Orleans, without anyone being able to change my purpose, and to secure the things 
necessary to succor the sick”.  (Until its closing in 2005, the Charity Hospital of New Orleans was the 
second oldest continuously operating public hospital in the United States.  Only Bellevue Hospital in 
New York City is older, having been founded a month earlier.)20 
 
In the 16 year period between 1873 and 1889, the number of beds in government-owned hospitals in 
the United States increased by 211% while the number of beds in private hospitals increased by 
283% due in large part to rapid social and demographic changes.  Outside the cities in rural areas, 
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healthcare for the rural poor and many others was primarily left to families and churches of the 
community.21 
 
In 1876, Shreveport Charity Hospital opened as the second state-owned hospital for the poor.   . It 
was renamed Confederate Memorial Medical Center and moved to the hospital’s current location 
1953. Today, the original hospital buildings are no longer standing and are of a modern vintage 
serving as the Louisiana State University Medical School in Shreveport.22  
 
In campaign speeches leading up to his election as governor in 1928, Huey Long promised, among 
other things, “institutions to care for the indigents… the helpless and afflicted people”.23  Assonated in 
1935, nevertheless governor Long’s vision was realized in the form of eight additional charity 
hospitals across the state.  Louisiana constructed the nation’s most extensive network of free 
hospitals - a commitment to provide health care for the poor made decades before the federal 
government did with the creation of Medicare in 1965.  Beginning with the construction of the Huey P. 
Long Memorial Hospital in Pineville in 1938 and culminating with the opening of the Leonard J. 
Chabert Medical Center at Houma in 1978.24    
 
The reasons for the selection of Pineville as the sight for the first of the expansion hospitals was a 
combination of access and need – with charity hospitals located at opposite ends of the state (New 
Orleans and Shreveport), the challenge for access was greatest for those located at the center.  
According to governor Leche, “We realize that fully three fifths of the people of Louisiana were paying 
taxes for hospitalization of which they were not getting any benefits.  We took a map of Louisiana and 
picked out the strategic points at which new hospitals should be built.  This is how the State Hospital 
Plan evolved.  Lafayette, Monroe, Alexandria (Pineville), and Independence were points where 
hospitalization should be brought to most people, along with the hospitals already existing in the city 
of New Orleans and in the city of Shreveport.”25  Also, the need was enormous with a great many 
indigents living in the area- The population of central Louisiana had suffered greatly going back as far 
as the burning of Alexandria during the occupation by Union troops in 1863, reconstruction, and the 
impact of post-war transition of the agrarian economy from the plantation system to the tenant farmer.  
Even the timber boom at the turn of the century made possible by the advent of the railroad was 
short-lived and left in its wake deforested ruin and rampant poverty just in time for the arrival of the 
great depression in 1929. 
 
Skeptics may choose to believe the selection of the site was more political.  At the groundbreaking 
Lieutenant Governor Earl K. Long Said:   “My people in Winnfield appreciate it.  The people of 
Winnfield would have voted a tax to have had a hospital erected there, and I would like to see it there, 
but I thought that Alexandria or Pineville should be the place…”26 
 

Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital 
Under the leadership of Governor Richard Leche, the State Hospital Board was created in 1936 to 
fulfill Huey P. Long’s vision of a state-wide charity hospital system.  The first of what would eventually 
be eight (ten, including the two existing at New Orleans and Shreveport) was to be the Mid-State 
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Charity Hospital.  After considering several possibilities, a site within the city limits of Pineville was 
selected.27  
 
The ground-breaking ceremony was held on March 5, 1938 and the public was invited to attend “the 
world’s largest free barbeque”.  On the day, speeches were made by local and state officials, 
including Governor Leche, followed by festivities, including a parade through the downtown of 
Alexandria attended by “between 50,000 and 60,000 people” – said to be the largest crowd ever 
assembled for a state event.  For the barbeque, “55 beeves and 25 sheep were converted to 25,000 
pounds of barbecued meats, there was 4,000 pounds of potato salad and 4,000 loaves of bread…late 
that evening when the crowd finally left, there was nothing left.  All had been eaten.”28 
 
One week before its official opening, a reporter from the Alexandria Town Talk was given a tour of the 
new building by Superintendent Dr. O. W. McFarland.  His report in the September 29, 1939 issue 
under the headline “Charity Hospital in Pineville May Open Next Week - $1,000,000 Building Is 
Ready for Occupancy read”: 
 

“The million dollar Mid-State Charity Hospital in Pineville will in all probability be open for 
receiving patients early next week, according to a statement made yesterday afternoon by Dr. 
O. W. McFarland, superintendent… 

 
The Mid-State Charity Hospital is almost fully equipped with medical, nursing and ambulance 
staffs.  Nine physicians, one dentist, 48 nurses and 4 ambulances are now stationed there, 
and only a few articles of equipment yet remain to be installed.  When these are placed in 
position, the word “open” will be given. 

 
The building contract price on the new hospital was $443,313 and at the time the building was 
under construction it was estimated that fully that much more money would be required for the 
necessary equipment.   

 
Most certainly a vast sum has thus been expended, and the various clinics, operating rooms, 
laboratories and other departments contain almost every operating device known to the 
medical and surgical world. 

 
As an instance, the deep therapy or cancer clinic may be taken as an example.  The 
equipment in this department alone is estimated to have cost between $9,000 and $10,000. 
X-Ray machines are in every clinic and operating room where they are deemed necessary, Mr. 
McFarland said yesterday that he believed there was not a more completely equipped hospital 
in the state. 

 
The building is divided equally for white and Negro patients, the whites being provided for in 
the northern half and the Negroes in the southern half of the institution.  The second floor is 
composed for white and Negro women and the third floor is for white and Negro men. 

 
In the four large ward rooms there are approximately 240 beds, divided almost equally for 
medical and surgical cases.  There are smaller wards for obstetrical or other unusual cases, 
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and there are wards and incubators for infant children.  There are also special wards for 
women awaiting motherhood. 

 
Operating and other special rooms are air conditioned, and a reserve and separate lighting 
system is in each operating room.  This means that should the regular lighting system fail, the 
simple throwing of a switch will provide lights for another source of power. 

 
A special flash light call system prevails throughout the building.  Each physician and nurse 
has a number, and when such person is wanted, the signal is flashed all over the building. 

 
Yesterday afternoon, Dr. R. G. Masterson, who accompanied a Daily Town Talk reporter 
through the building was signaled a number of times.  He simply stepped to the nearest 
telephone on the floor and answered. 

 
The ambulance drivers are especially trained for the purpose not only in careful driving, but in 
the treatment of emergency cases.  Each driver is given a federal course in first aid, the use of 
splints, first aid kits, and similar instruments. 

 
There are eleven rooms in the “out-patient” clinics.  These are for persons who simply require 
examinations and do not remain at the hospital. 

 
The staff dining room seats 40 persons and the “kitchen” is as fine as those found in any hotel. 
Patients coming to the hospital will be unloaded in an arch covered driveway at the south end 
of the building and from there will be conveyed to proper locations. 

 
The park-way drive from Main Street, Pineville, has been paved as has been the parking 
space and a driveway around the main building.  The beautiful live oak and other trees that 
adorned the hill before selecting it as the site for the hospital have been retained, and many 
working men are now adding the finishing touches to the landscaping and beautifying the 
grounds. 

 
The site, the building, which is absolutely fire proof, and the equipment are all such as to make 
the Mid-State Charity hospital one of the gest in the nation.”29 
 

On Saturday October 7, 1939, HPLM admitted its first patient, Mrs. Beatrice Thompson, an 18-year-
old native of Rapides Parish, at 2:10 p.m.  The hospital accepted its second patient, George Smith, 
an African-American male from Winn Parish, who received treatment for heart disease.  Elton Norris, 
HPLM’s third patient, traveled from Whitmore, Louisiana, via ambulance for an appendectomy.30 
 

Timeline of Louisiana’s Charity Hospital System 
1763 The Charity Hospital of New Orleans opened. 
 
1876 Shreveport Charity Hospital opened. 
 
1938 On February 21, Mid-State Charity Hospital, renamed Huey P. Long Medical    
 Center, is formally established in Pineville. 
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 On September 29, Lafayette Charity Hospital (refurbished St. John Hospital) formally opens in 
 Lafayette. Having become  outdated, this hospital was replaced with a new structure which 
 opened its doors on June 12, 1982.  Shortly thereafter the new hospital was renamed 
 University Medical Center.  The original hospital (St. John / Lafayette Charity) has been 
 demolished.31  
 
1939 Charity Hospital in New Orleans moves to a new building on Tulane   
 Avenue. 
 
 On August 15, Florida Parishes Charity Hospital opens in Independence.  In 1954 the hospital 
 is renamed Lallie Kemp Charity Hospital in honor of the deceased local member of the State 
 Hospital Board.  The hospital continues to operate from the same location however modern 
 alteration has erased any trace of the original building.32  
 
1941 On July 1, Northeast Louisiana Charity Hospital (renamed E. A. Conway Medical   
 Center by the state legislature in 1948 in honor of the deceased Secretary of State) opens with 
 a 135-bed capacity in Monroe.  On May 9, 1987 E. A. Conway Medical Center moved its 
 operations to a new building.  The original structure is standing however it has been vacant for 
 years and is more or less derelict.33 34  
 
1951 On January 11, Washington – St. Tammany Parish Charity Hospital opens in Bogalusa.  In 
 2002 the hospital merged with the Bogalusa Community Medical Center and was renamed the 
 Bogalusa Medical Center.  The original hospital (heavily altered) is now operated as an 
 outpatient clinic for the Bogalusa Community Medical Center.35  
  
1953 The Shreveport Charity Hospital was renamed Confederate Memorial Medical Center and 
 moved to a new location at Kings Highway and Linwood Avenue.36  
 
1958 Lake Charles Charity Hospital opens to serve patients from Southwest Louisiana.  In 1969 the 
 hospital closes inpatient services and reopens in 1972.  In 1978 the Legislature changes the 
 name of the hospital to the Walter Olin Moss Regional Medical Center in honor of the 
 pioneering surgeon of the 1920’s.  The hospital closed June 24, 2013 as the result of a 
 cooperative endeavor agreement between Lake Charles Memorial Health System and LSU 
 Health System.  The original structure with minimal alteration remains standing albeit vacant.  
 
1968 On March 1, after construction delays and labor shortages, Earl K. Long   
 Memorial Hospital (Earl K. Long Medical Center) receives patients on a limited basis in Baton 
 Rouge. On April 14, 2013, Earl K. Long Medical Center closed.  The structure is still standing 
 albeit in a disused and altered state. 
 
1970 The Department of Health and Human Resources (renamed the Department of Health and 
 Hospitals) takes control of the Charity Hospital System. 
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1976 LSU takes control of Confederate Memorial Medical Center in Shreveport.  The Hospital is 
 later renamed LSU  Medical Center in Shreveport. 
 
1978 On September 9, South Louisiana Medical Center opens in Houma.  In 1991 the hospital 
 suffered significant damage from hurricane Andrew, closed, but reopened in four days  in 1992 
 the hospital was renamed Leonard J. Chabert Medical Center in honor of the late state 
 Senator.  On June 24, 2013 operation of the hospital was turned over to Ochsner Health 
 System as part of a management agreement program between Oschner, Terrebonne General 
 Medical Center and LSU Health.  The hospital continues to operate under that arrangement  
 and the structure bears no obvious sign of alteration.  
  
1979 On July 1, Louisiana State University (LSU) Medical Center at    
 Shreveport assumes responsibility for the provision of medical services at  the E. A. Conway 
 Charity Hospital. 
 
1990 Act 855 creates the Louisiana Health Care Authority (LHCA). 
 
1991 Act 390 transfers the charity hospitals from the Department of Health and   
 Hospitals to LHCA. 
 
1992 On January 1, LHCA officially takes over the operation of the state-owned, acute- care 
 hospitals with the exception of the Louisiana State University Hospital at Shreveport. 
 
1997 On July 1, Act 3 of the Louisiana Legislature authorizes the operation of the charity hospitals 
 by the LSU System. 
 
2003 On June 12, Plans for a new replacement for Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital were “put on 
 hold” for lack of funding. 
 
2005 On August 29, Hurricane Katrina hits the Gulf Coast, damages Charity Hospital in New 

Orleans and severely damages Bogalusa Medical Center, Lallie Kemp Medical Center, and 
Leonard J. Chabert Medical Center.  

 
 On September 24, Hurricane Rita causes damage to both W. O. Moss Regional Medical 
 Center and University Medical Center and forces them to temporarily cease operations. 
 
2007 On May 22, a bill passed the legislature to transfer governance of the Huey P. Long Memorial 

Medical Center from LSU Health Sciences Division to LSU Health Sciences Center – 
Shreveport 

 
2012 Services curtailed at Huey P. Long, 56 employees laid off.   Operations at  LSU Health 
 Sciences Center at England Airpark are eliminated due to budget cuts. 
 
2013 On November 15, a cooperative endeavor agreement between the state and Rapides Regional 

Medical Center and Cabrini Hospital in Alexandria was completed to operate three outpatient 
clinics to replace Huey P. Long services.37 
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Today, seven of the eight charity hospitals opened in the state prior to 1965 remain extant (Lafayette 
Charity having been demolished). Of these, four (New Orleans, Huey P. Long, E. A. Conway, and 
Lake Charles) are still recognizable as historic hospital complexes. Three (Shreveport, Lallie Kemp, 
and Bogalusa Medical Center) are still operating as hospitals. Four (New Orleans, Huey P. Long, E. 
A. Conway, Lake Charles) are vacant and their fate is undetermined.   As a representative of the 
state’s charity hospital system, Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital, for its remarkable history of service 
to the indigent, its particular architectural expression of the relatively rare style of Streamline Moderne 
by the hand of a noted Master Architect and its retained integrity stands out as the best choice. 
 
Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital is of local significance under Criterion A for History, in the area of 
Health/Medicine.  As the first of the eight expansion hospitals of the Louisiana Charity Hospital 
system – a system that served as a model for the role of government in addressing the health care of 
its most needy citizens many years in advance of the adoption of similar policies by the federal 
government.  HPLMH provided free, state-of-the-art public health services to indigent and low-income 
patients in the area of Central Louisiana from its opening in 1938 until its closure in 2013.   When 
compared to the other nine hospitals of the system, HPLMH, while sharing a rich history of public 
service, retains more of its original integrity in a significant example of a relatively rare architectural 
style.  
 
Criterion C: Architecture 
The contract for the design of the new Huey P. Long Memorial hospital was awarded to Edward F. 
Neild (see Photo 59), the leading architect of his generation in North Louisiana, born in Shreveport in 
1884. The modern firm of Somdal Associates (the same firm that was once Neild’s with partner 
Dewey A. Somdal historically) has donated original Neild plans to LSU Shreveport for digitizing and 
archiving and thus, the plans were not available to be included as figures in this nomination. 
However, correspondence with current Somdal employees who could look at the original plans (in 
addition to the plaque on the building) do tell us that Edward F. Neild, Sr. was the lead architect on 
this project. His son, also Edward F. Neild was working under his father, but there is no indication that 
Huey P. Long was his son’s design. 38 
 
Edward F. Neild, Sr., rose to prominence in the 1920s, '30s, and '40s designing many of Shreveport's 
most important buildings. These include the nine-story Henry C. Beck Building, the Municipal 
Building, and the Caddo Parish Courthouse, the massive exhibit center at the Shreveport fairgrounds, 
the Shreveport Veterans Administration Hospital, and many of the Caddo Parish school buildings.  
Stylistically, Neild was an eclectic architect mainly rooted in the axial Beaux Arts tradition who 
gradually turned to modernism in the late 1920's.  His rise to national prominence began in 1928 
when Judge Harry Truman visited Neild's recently completed Caddo Parish Courthouse. Truman was 
impressed and engaged Neild to design the Jackson County Courthouse in Missouri.  Neild died in 
1955 while working on the design for the Truman Memorial Library in that city. 39 
 
A number of Edward F. Neild’s works are listed on the U.S. National Register of Historic including:40 

• Maricopa County Courthouse, Phoenix, AZ 
• Mooringsport School, Mooringsport, LA  
• Prescott Memorial Library-Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, LA  
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• Rayville High School, Rayville, LA  
• Reese Agriculture Building-Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, LA  
• Robinson Hall-Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, LA 
• Scott Street School, Baton Rouge, LA 
• Scottish Rite Cathedral, Shreveport, LA 
• Shreveport Municipal Building, Shreveport, LA  
• Steere, A. C., Elementary School, Shreveport, LA 
• Toliver Dining Hall-Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, LA  
• US Post Office and Courthouse-Alexandria, Alexandria, LA 
• Wray-Dickinson Building, Shreveport, LA  

 
The style chosen by Mr. Neild for design of Huey P. Long Charity Hospital was Streamline Moderne – 
appropriately, a style that speaks to the uniquely American experience of the post-depression 30’s 
and the aspirations of the common man.  Characteristics of Streamline Moderne include simplified 
forms with rounded corners devoid of much applied decoration, horizontal compositions, bands of 
windows and flat roofs.  Smooth brick exterior wall surfaces.  Colors are subdued with light earth 
tones contrasting with darker trim colors.41  
 
Streamline Moderne Design in the United States 

The Stock Market Crash in October, 1929, served as the great divide between the 1920s and the 
1930s, and between American modernist designs. The distinct moods of the two decades 
dramatically affected the arts of each.  Streamline Moderne, which depicted the laws of aerodynamics 
in architecture, reflected the growth of speed and travel in the 1930’s.  Building forms evoke 
automobiles, trains, ocean liners, and airplanes.  Massing reflects abstract, simplified forms with 
rounded corners devoid of much applied decoration.  Horizontal compositions, bands of windows, 
racing stripes, and flat roofs are featured, as well as new materials such as vitrolite, glass block, 
chrome, stainless steel, terrazzo, and neon.  Features of these buildings typical to the Miami area are 
“eyebrow” ledges over the windows, front porches, nautical motifs like porthole windows, and bas-
relief panels depicting tropical scenes.  Streamline Moderne buildings commissioned by the Public 
Works Administration (Depression Moderne) reflect a greater use of conservative and classical 
elements.42    

  Although some consider Streamline Modern to be a late style of Art Deco architecture, it actually 
stands in stark contrast to it. Art Deco was a style of design that emphasized the bold with geometric 
shapes, sharp angles, extravagant ornamentation, and bold colors. It represented the lavish lifestyles 
associated with the roaring 20s, and the world prior to the Great Depression. Streamline Moderne 
was a bit of a rebellion to all of the tenants associated with Art Deco. Many of the elements it 
incorporated purposefully countered those of the Deco style - sharp geometric angles were replaced 
by rounded corners, and sweeping curves, bold colors were replaced by cool, muted, tones, and 
excessive decoration was replaced by a minimalist quality. The roots of the Streamlined Moderne 
style lie in a fascination with speed especially as it was manifested in the rapidly advancing field of 
aerodynamics.43 In his analysis of the Streamline Moderne style, David Gebhard notes “There is also 
in a strong association with science-fiction. Utopian visions were provided by scores of illustrators for 
magazines, comic books and Hollywood film sets. The serial Buck Rogers began in 1930 and Alex 
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Raymond's Flash Gordon appeared four years later. In H.G. Wells' 1936 film version of Things to 
Come, montage and photography were combined with state-of-the-art moderne model sets. The 
futuristic cities painted for Amazing Stories and other "pulps" variously anticipate or reflect the 
advanced designs of Buckminister Fuller, Walter Dorwin Teague and other pioneering designers of 
the thirties. Four American expositions, all in the 1930s, also had a significant impact on design 
awareness. Of the four, Chicago's Century of Progress Exposition in l933-34 had the greatest mass 
appeal and likely did more to advance the cause of design in America. It drew 38 million visitors and 
turned a handsome profit at the depth of the Depression. It is difficult to appreciate the excitement, 
even euphoria, surrounding such an event, but it provided a welcome relief from unrelenting financial 
woes with a glimpse into a utopian future.”44  Streamline Modern is characterized by:  a dramatic, 
streamlined, horizontal form; ribbon windows; curving walls; a flat roof; and a smooth gleaming light 
colored surface with minimal ornamentation 
 
 
Streamline Moderne Design in Louisiana 
The following was noted in the 2008 nomination of the Blue Plate Building in New Orleans:  “While 
Louisiana retains about 40 major Art Deco buildings, only 6 or 7 major Streamline Moderne buildings 
in the state (see below) have so far been identified.  Streamline Modern structures tend not to age 
well and are subject to substantial remodeling. By David Gebhard’s (“Art Deco and Streamline 
Moderne Architecture in the United States, 1920 to 1949,” as an introduction to The National Trust 
Guide to Art Deco in America (1996))  reckoning, “probably upwards of three-fourths of the 
Streamline Moderne buildings erected in the 1930s [in the United States] are now gone.” Today there 
are probably less than 50 examples of the Streamline Moderne taste in Louisiana. Many have been 
lost within the last twenty years. The vast majority of survivors can be summarized as follows: small 
low-key gas stations and bus stations; a streamlined shop front here and there; or small buildings that 
display an element of the style (perhaps rounded corners).  
 
The major examples of the Streamline Moderne taste in Louisiana are:  

• Blue Plate Building (individually listed in 2008) 
• Standard Oil Co. Building, Baton Rouge, 1950. Of five stories and with a long rectilinear 

footprint, this is also a quite large building. Some would place it more squarely within the 
International Style. It has squared off corners and long ribbon windows. But the building has 
very strong horizontal lines and two curving rooftop elements (to enclose mechanical 
equipment), which, taken together, make it evocative of an ocean liner.  

• Walgreen’s, Canal Street, New Orleans. This three story corner building features a boldly 
formed curved tower-like mass to define the corner with a curving fixed canopy below.  

• Andress Motors, corner Texas Avenue and Elvis Presley Blvd., Shreveport. Andress Motors is 
a long one story building with a curved plate glass front (for car display). Its Streamline 
Moderne character is limited to this frontal element.  

• Airline Motors Inn, Airline Hwy., LaPlace. Airline Motors is a one story restaurant with a front 
porte-cochere that originally sheltered gas pumps. Its Streamline Moderne façade features 
curved edges, curved glass block windows, and a port-hole like (albeit elongated) window. 
(This building has since been altered and some of its original features no longer stand out as 
much as they used to.) 

• Feibleman House, Metairie, 1938, Weiss, Dreyfous & Seiferth. This two story house combines 
International Style signature features (mainly squared-off corners) with two curving sections in 
the Streamline Moderne taste.  

                                                           
44

 Ibid  
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• Masonic Temple, Shreveport, 1936, Theodore Flaxman. This building may or may not belong 
within this list of notable Streamline Moderne buildings, (individually listed in 1991), depending 
upon one’s interpretation. It is a highly individualistic design that shares common forms with 
the Streamline Moderne. Dr. Karen Kingsley, the foremost authority on modernism in 
Louisiana (see below), describes it as a “blend of modernism with expressionistic forms.” 
Flaxman’s acknowledged inspiration was the sweeping curved forms of Eric Mendelsohn. The 
two story beige brick building’s façade is dominated by two sweeping curved forms with thin 
ribbon windows. “45 

 
Streamline Moderne Design in Pineville and Rapides Parish 
 
There are no known examples of Streamline Moderne Design in Pineville.  In Rapides Parish, the 
only known notable example of the style is Rugg Elementary School in Alexandria (see Figure 10).  
Listed in 2001 and classified as Streamline Moderne, “Rugg exhibits a distinctive strand of the 
Modernistic taste known as Streamlined Moderne. Its signature was curving fluid forms symbolizing 
motion. While Rugg is on the chaste side of the spectrum, it nonetheless is a convincingly developed 
Streamlined Moderne building. With its rounded corners, ribbon-like windows, and thin bands of brick, 
the exterior reads almost as a continuous flow of building mass.”  Built in 1940, the architect/ builder 
are unknown.46 
 
Examples of large structures of the period  in Rapides Parish  include the U. S. Post Office and 
Federal Court House (see Figure 12)and the Rapides Parish Court House(see Figure 11) – both of 
the Art Deco style.  An interesting stylistic distinction can be made here:  The U. S. Post office and 
Federal Court House was designed by Edward F. Neild and completed in 1933.  A mere five years 
separate his design of this building and the Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital.  The contrast in the two 
designs by the same notable architect demonstrates that Streamline Moderne style was more a 
rebellion to than a new iteration of the Art Deco Style.  It is no doubt the influence and respect for Mr. 
Neild’s reputation that resulted in such a stylish state of the art building being located in Pineville.  
Also interesting, in his comments regarding the nomination of Rugg Elementary School, the author 
noted “Louisiana for the most part was architecturally conservative in the late 1920s and ’30s. With 
some notable exceptions such as Huey Long’s State Capitol, the state is not considered a mecca for 
enthusiasts of Modernistic architecture. Most of the forty or so major examples within a statewide 
context were made possible by New Deal funds.”47  During the dedication ceremony for the Huey P. 
Long Memorial Hospital, Lieutenant Governor Earl K. Long said:  “…Every dollar that is being put into 
this hospital is coming from the luxury tax.  Governor Leche and the members of the legislature have 
agreed that the tokens will be taken off and a general sales tax will be put on and the money derived 
from it will be used to build hospitals and give relief to the poor people.”48 
 
The design of Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital incorporates virtually every signature feature of the 
Streamline Moderne style.  With its flat roof, three-part façade, bold horizontal form accented by 
colored window bands set against a blond field, curved walls with rounded  porch extensions, 
cylindrical columns, limited ornamentation of natural bias-relief panels above the entrance, “eyebrow” 
ledge above the entrance, it is a  textbook example of Streamline Moderne”. This structure is 
                                                           

 
45

 National Register of Historic Places, Blue Plate Building, New Orleans, Orleans Parish, Louisiana, National Register #08000989. 
46

 U. S. Army Corps of Engineers New Orleans District. (2008). Phase 1a Cultural Resources Literature and Records Review and 

Associated GIS Archeological Predictive Modeling Project for the Proposed Alexandria to the Gulf of Mexico Feasibility Study, Rapides 

Parish, Louisiana.  New Orleans, Louisiana: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates. 
47

 National Register of Historic Places, Rugg Elementary School, pg 2. 
48

 Staff Writer.  “Promises Made, Carried Out Says Governor Leche”  Alexandria Daily Town Talk 7.March 1938:  Print. 
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essentially heretofore unknown in this context – hiding in plain sight for 70 years waiting to be 
discovered and recognized.    
 
As a very large, extremely well-articulated example of the style by a well noted master Louisiana 
architect with at least thirteen National Register listings to his credit, Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital 
is deserving of listing on the National Register of Historic Places with local significance.  
 
 
Developmental Information 

Timeline – Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital – 1961 and on 

 
1961 Milton J. Roberts, hospital superintendent and the Louisiana Commission  on Alcoholism 
 formally dedicate a new alcoholic treatment center to participate in the statewide Tri-Med 
 Program. 
1968 Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital undergoes a “massive $2M expansion and modernization 
 program.  Changes include the conversion of the large wards into rooms for two, three and 
 four patients as required by federal regulations.  A few single rooms for terminal cases are also 
 being provided.”49  Presumably, this is also when the day surgery / oncology addition to the 
 hospital was constructed. 
 
1970 The Department of Health and Hospitals took over operation of the system. 1973 Phillip S. 
 Williams becomes superintendent. 
 
1977 Wayne C. Heap, assistant secretary of the Office of Hospitals, fires Williams.  In August, 
 James E. Morgan is appointed chief executive. 
 
1989 In October, the hospital celebrates its 50th birthday (50 years from the day  is first admitted 
 patients). 
 
1991 In July, Governor Buddy Roemer signed a bill to transfer operations of the Charity System to 
 the Louisiana Health Care Authority.  “Plans envisioned by the board’s 5-year plan call for a 
 $365M construction program – HPLMH is one of three designated for replacement.”  
 
1994 Huey P. Long Hospital purchases the England Air Force Base Hospital. 
 
1997 In May, Governor Mike Foster signs a bill to transfer the charity System to  the LSU Medical 
 Center in response to years of criticism that the system had been neglected, if not 
 mismanaged, and too tied up in politics. Request for Proposal is prepared for replacement of 
 HPLMH to be located at Central State Hospital, Pineville.   
 
2003 In June, Plans for the new hospital to replace HPLMH are “put on hold” for lack of funding. 
 
2007 In May, a bill is passed to transfer governess of HPLMH from LSU Health Sciences Division to 
 LSU Health Services Center – Shreveport. 
 
                                                           
49

  Elaine H. Brister. Once Upon A River:  A History of Pineville, Louisiana.  Baton Rouge:  Claitor’s  Publishing Division, Baton Rouge. 

1981.  Print 
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2012 Services are curtailed at HPLMH – 56 employees are laid off and LSU Health Sciences 
 Center at England Airpark is closed due to budget cuts. 
 
2013 In November, a cooperative agreement is signed between the State and Rapides Regional 
 Medical Center and Cabrini Hospital to operate three  outpatient clinics to replace HPLMH 
 services. 
 
2014 On June 30th Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital closes its doors to patients50 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Previous documentation on file (NPS):  
 
____ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested 
____ previously listed in the National Register 
____ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
____ designated a National Historic Landmark  
____ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________ 
 
Primary location of additional data:  
_x__ State Historic Preservation Office 
_x__ Other State agency: Plans for 1968 Remodel/Addition located in State Archives.  
____ Federal agency 
____ Local government 
____ University 
_    _ Other 
         Name of repository: ___ _____________________ 
 
Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned): __N/A______________ 
 
 
10. Geographical Data  

 
Acreage of Property: 20.16 acres 
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Lat itude/Longitude Coordinates 
Datum if other than WGS84:__________ 
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 
1. Latitude: 31.321114 Longitude:  -92.441911 
2. Latitude: 31.321749  Longitude: -92.442516 
3. Latitude: 31.321886  Longitude: -92.439871 
4. Latitude: 31.321379  Longitude: -92.438689 
5. Latitude: 31.320143  Longitude: -92.438433 
6. Latitude: 31.318992  Longitude: -92.437542 
7. Latitude: 31.318665  Longitude: -92.437821 
8. Latitude: 31.320168  Longitude: -92.439879 
9. Latitude: 31.319107  Longitude: -92.443181 

 
Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 
 
Lands occupied by Huey P. Long Charity Hospital, Pineville, Rapides Parish, LA – a 20.16 acre 
tract, part of Central Louisiana State Hospital Lands; lots 1,2,3,4,5, block 1 Ball addition; lots 
4,5,6,7 & 8 block 2 Ball addition; lot 8 Gray Subdivision; attract 125’ on Main & extending back 
towards hospital to lot 5 block 1 Ball addition (now being used as Huey P. Long Blvd):  A tract on 
Singer St. & a recently acquired tract on Ball St. (See submitted Boundary Map) 
 
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 
The boundaries chosen reflect the majority of the historic boundaries of the Huey P. Long 
Memorial Hospital property, purchased in 1937 – a portion of the original boundaries, seen as Lots 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, and Lots 6, 7, 8, 9 in Block 1 Ball Addition, are currently vacant and 
used for parking and no longer retain enough integrity to remain part of the district’s boundary. 
(These can be seen on a Survey by Avit J. Gremmillion for State Department of Hospitals, 1965.)    

 
11. Form Prepared By  
 
name/title:   Paul Smith / Historic Preservation Consultant 
organization: Paul Smith Historic Preservation Consulting 
street & number:  2022 Albert St. 
city or town: Alexandria   state:  LA  zip code:  71301 
e-mail:  paul@preservationtaxcredit.com 
telephone: 318-613-7385 
date:  12 February, 2015 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Additional Documentation 
 
Submit the following items with the completed form: 

 
• Maps:    A USGS map  or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.    
• Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources.  

Key all photographs to this map. 
• Additional items:   (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 
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Phot ographs 
Submit clear and descriptive photographs.  The size of each image must be 3000x2000 at 300 ppi 
(pixels per inch) or larger.  Key all photographs to the sketch map. Each photograph must be 
numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo log.  For 
simplicity, the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph 
log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every photograph. 
 
Photo Log 
 
Name of Property: Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital 
City or Vicinity: Pineville 
County: Rapides Parish 
State: Louisiana 
Name of Photographer: Paul Smith 
Date of Photographs:  
 

Photo Log 
1 of 75 :  Façade of main hospital building; camera facing northwest 
2 of 75 :  Façade of main hospital building; camera facing west 
3 of 75:  Façade of main hospital building; camera facing north 
4 of 75:  Façade of main hospital building.  Window band detail; camera facing north 
5 of 75:  Southeast corner of main hospital building; camera facing northwest 
6 of 75:  Southwest elevation of main hospital building; camera facing northeast 
7 of 75:  Southwest corner of main hospital building &Bio Med trailer; camera facing southeast 
8 of 75: Medical Staff trailers; camera facing northwest 
9 of 75: Rear of south west wing of main hospital building; camera facing east 
10 of 75 : Medical Staff trailers; camera facing south 
11 of 75: Rear wing of main hospital building; camera facing east 
12 of 75: Rear of main hospital building; camera facing east 
13 of 75 : Warehouse; camera facing southwest 
14 of 75 : Warehouse; camera facing west 
15 of 75: Rear elevation of main hospital building as seen from helipad, camera facing southeast.  
16 of 75: Warehouse; camera facing west 
17 of 75: Warehouse; camera facing southeast 
18 of 75: Maintenance Shop; camera facing southwest 
19 of 75: Physical Plant; camera facing west 
20 of 75: Physical Plant; camera facing south 
21 of 75:  Maintenance Shed; camera facing west 
22 of 75:  Hazardous Waste Storage; camera facing west 
23 of 75:  Incinerator; camera facing west 
24 of 75: Chillers; camera facing north  
25 of 75: Roof of enclosed walkway between outpatient clinic and main hospital building; camera  
  facing northwest 
26 of 75: Attachment of day surgery / oncology addition to rear of north east wing of main hospital  
  building; camera facing southwest 
27 of 75: Second level balcony, north east end of original hospital building detailing attachment of  
  ER addition roof; camera facing west 
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28 of 75: Outpatient Clinic; camera facing east 
29 of 75: Outpatient Clinic; camera facing east 
30 of 75: Outpatient Clinic; camera facing east 
31 of 75: Outpatient Clinic; camera facing south 
32 of 75: Outpatient Clinic; camera facing southwest 
33 of 75: Outpatient Clinic; camera facing southwest 
34 of 75: Outpatient Clinic; camera facing south 
35 of 75: Prisoner Holding Building; camera facing west 
36 of 75: Outpatient Pharmacy; camera facing north 
37 of 75: North East corner of main hospital building (ER addition); camera facing southeast 
38 of 75: South East corner of main hospital building (ER addition); camera facing northwest 
39 of 75: Façade of main hospital building; camera facing southwest 
40 of 75: South east façade of main hospital building (ER addition); camera facing north 
41 of 75: South East corner of original hospital building (ER & Lab additions); camera facing west 
42 of 75: Detail of attachment between original hospital and ER addition; camera facing west 
43 of 75: Detail of attachment between original hospital and the lab addition; camera facing north.  
44 of 75: Entrance of main hospital building; camera facing northwest 
45 of 75: Entrance to lobby of main hospital building; camera facing northwest 
46 of 75: Bas relief panel detail above entrance to main hospital building; camera facing northwest 
47 of 75: Rear elevation of north east wing of main hospital building and Day Surgery / Oncology  
  addition; camera facing east 
48 of 75: Guard Shack; camera facing northwest 
49 of 75: Guard Shack; camera facing east 
50 of 75: Canteen; camera facing northwest 
51 of 75: Canteen; camera facing southeast 
52 of 75: Fence; camera facing north 
53 of 75: Fence; camera facing southwest 
54 of 75: Fence, camera facing north 
55 of 75: Intern Quarters; camera facing east 
56 of 75: Intern Quarters; camera facing northeast 
57 of 75: Intern Quarters; camera facing north 
58 of 75: Lobby of main hospital building; camera facing east 
59 of 75: Original Construction Plaque located in lobby of main hospital building; camera facing  
  west 
60 of 75: Construction Plaque from additions done in1968 in the lobby of main hospital   
  building; camera facing west 
61 of 75: 1st floor corridor of main hospital building; camera facing northeast 
62 of 75: 1st floor corridor of main hospital building; camera facing southwest 
63 of 75: 1std floor corridor of main hospital building; camera facing south west 
64 of 75: 1st floor - Cafeteria, main hospital building; camera facing west   
65 of 75: 1st floor, right wing - Corridor connecting outpatient clinic to main hospital building;  
  camera facing west 
66 of 75: 3rd floor - Nurses station in main hospital building; camera facing east    
67 of 75: 3rd floor - Typical interior finish treatments and original terrazzo floors; camera facing  
  west  
68 of 75: 3rd floor - Underside of roof, main hospital building; camera facing west  
69 of75: 3rd floor, left wing - Typical patients’ room, main hospital building; camera facing   
  northwest 
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70 of 75: 3rd floor, left wing - Typical patients’ room, main hospital building; camera facing   
  northwest 
71 of 75: 3rd floor, left wing - Isolation ward, main hospital building; camera facing north  
72 of 75: 3rd floor, rear wing - Operating room, main hospital building; camera facing west  
73 of 75: 3rd floor, rear wing - Recovery room, main hospital building; camera facing west  
74 of 75: 3rd floor, day surgery - Sterilizers, main hospital building; camera facing  
75 of 75: 3rd floor, day surgery - General Supply, main hospital building; camera facing east  
 

List of Figures 
 
Figure 1. 1947 Plat Map. Image courtesy of the author and the Rapides Parish Assessors Office.  
 
Figure 2. 1928-1951 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map. Image courtesy of the State Library of   
  Louisiana.  
 
Figure 3. 1953 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map. Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
 
Figure 4. Historic photo, façade of main hospital building during construction; camera facing west.  
  Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
 
Figure 5. Historic photo, façade of main hospital building during construction; camera facing west.  
  Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
 
Figure 6. Historic photo, approach to hospital during construction; camera facing east. Image  
  courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
 
Figure 7. Historic photo, façade of main hospital building during construction; camera facing north. 
  Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
 
Figure 8. Early postcard of façade of main hospital building; camera facing north. Image courtesy  
  of Dale Genius.  
 
Figure 9. Early postcard of façade of main hospital building; camera facing west. Image courtesy  
  of Dale Genius. 
 
Figure 10. Rugg Elementary School; camera facing north. Image courtesy of the author.  
 
Figure 11. Rapides Parish Courthouse; camera facing east. Image courtesy of the author.  
 
Figure 12. U. S. Courthouse, Alexandria, Louisiana; camera facing east. Image courtesy of the  
  author.  
 
Figure 13. Photo, original brass entrance doors. Image courtesy of the author.  
 
Figure 14. Plat map showing the historic boundaries of Huey P Long Memorial Hospital.  Image  
  courtesy of Pan American Engineers.  
 
 
 

Figure 1. 1947 Plat Map. Image courtesy of the author and  Rapides Parish Assessors Office.   
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Figure 2. 1928-1951 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map. Image courtesy of the State Library of 
Louisiana.  
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Figure 3. 1953 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map. Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
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Figure 4. Historic photo, façade of main hospital building during construction; camera facing west. 
Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
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Figure 5. Historic photo, façade of main hospital building during construction; camera facing west. 
Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
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Figure 6. Historic photo, approach to hospital during construction; camera facing east. Image 
courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 
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Figure 7. Historic photo, façade of main hospital building during construction; camera facing north. 
Image courtesy of the State Library of Louisiana. 

 
Figure 8. Early postcard of façade of main hospital building; camera facing north. Image courtesy 
of Dale Genius.    
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Figure 9. Early postcard of façade of main hospital building; camera facing west. Image courtesy 
of Dale Genius.  
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Figure 10. Rugg Elementary School; camera facing north. Image courtesy of the author.  
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Figure 11. Rapides Parish Courthouse; camera facing east. Image courtesy of the author.  
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Figure 12. U. S. Courthouse, Alexandria, Louisiana; camera facing east. Image courtesy of the 
author.  
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Figure 13. Photo, original brass entrance doors. Image courtesy of the author.  
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Figure 14. Plat map showing the historic boundaries of Huey P Long Memorial Hospital.  Image  
  courtesy of Pan American Engineers.  
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NOTICE 
PERSONS ENTERING THESE GROUNDS CONSENT 

TO THE INSPECTION OF ALL PACKAGES ' 
LUGGAGE & CONTAINERS IN THEIR POSSESSION. 

VEHICLES CONSENT TO THE INSPECTION OF VEHICLES. 

REFUSAL OF CONSENT TO INSPECTION IS BASIS fOR 

OENIAL OF ADMISSION TO THE PREMISES. 
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National Register of Historic Places 
Memo to File 
 

Correspondence 
The Correspondence consists of communications from (and possibly to) the nominating authority, notes 
from the staff of the National Register of Historic Places, and/or other material the National Register of 
Historic Places received associated with the property. 
Correspondence may also include information from other sources, drafts of the nomination, letters of 
support or objection, memorandums, and ephemera which document the efforts to recognize the 
property. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
EVALUATION/RETURN SHEET 

REQUESTED ACTION: NOMINATION 

PROPERTY 
NAME: 

MULTIPLE 
NAME: 

Long, Huey P., Memorial Hospital 

STATE & COUNTY: LOUISIANA, Rapides 

DATE RECEIVED: 
DATE OF 16TH DAY: 
DATE OF WEEKLY LIST: 

5/15/15 
6/24/15 

DATE OF PENDING LIST: 
DATE OF 45TH DAY: 

6/09/15 
6/30/15 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 15000362 

REASONS FOR REVIEW: 

APPEAL: N 
OTHER: N 
REQUEST: Y 

DATA PROBLEM: N 
PDIL: N 
SAMPLE: N 

COM~T WAIVER: N 

~ CCEPT RETURN 

LANDSCAPE: N 
PERIOD: N 
SLR DRAFT: N 

REJECT 

RECOM. /CRITERIA /ia.cp }- ,4-~ C.-

REVIEWER b 4t&k+-- DISCIPLINE 

TELEPHONE 
------------ DATE 

LESS THAN 50 YEARS: 
PROGRAM UNAPPROVED: 
NATIONAL: 

----------

-------------

DOCUMENTATION see attached comments Y/f!;Jsee attached SLR Y/J!) 

If a nomination is returned to the nominating authority, the 
nomination is no longer under consideration by the NPS. 

N 
N 
N 



National Register of Historic Places 
National Park Service 
1849 C Street NW 
Washington, DC 20240 

Ssubject: DESIGNATION OF HISTORIC STATUS 

June 23, 2015 

For HUEY P. LONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, 
PINEVILLE, LOUISIANA 

This is to express support for the assignment of Historic designation for this building, which 
served for 7+ decades as a vital cog in the health care systems of central Louisiana. 

The designation would cement the unique history delivered by the facility, as service for many 
families who were unable to afford the private hospital processes. 

Additionally the brick & mortar structure is in excellent condition, and could be repurposed for 
a wealth of possible opportunities, both business-wise and community-oriented. 

The location accommodates easy access, and dominates the site, so that it easily 
accommodates any option which may become apparent. Historic status would also provide 
financial incentive for business use, thereby assisting in maintenance of the building in its great 
condition, while continuing its meaningful history as an actual structure (vs pictures & 
plaques). 

In support of the Historic designation, sincerely, 

eger, 
112 Gayven Dr. 
Pineville, LA 71360 



LOUISIANA HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES 

;;01,C John Eskew Dr. 
Alexandria, LA 71:l()'.I 

P.O. Box D55 5 
Alexandria, LA 71.315,35.5.5 

Enu1 il: ha.rrisl@legis.f.t.gov 
PhtHICO 318 ,767.6095 

Faxo 318.767.6097 

'ommercc 

Heal h and ~JEif<!'c1vE 
Labor and lnlfl i;t ; ia,~~/ttTi, s D 2280 

LANCE HARRIS 
State Representative ~ District 25 

JUN 2 5 2015 

NAT REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Na tional Register or II istoric Places 
National Park Scnicc 
I 84l) C St. NW. \!IS 2280 
Washingl<>n. I)(' '.10240 

NE: ll11l!y P. Lung Memorial llospital-No111i1111tio11for Nurional Register 

I "isl1 io c:•qm·~, In \ ,t mn !:'. support ,ii the norninalion to h,1vc ll ucy P. 1.ong Memorial Hosp iti!I 
he placed m1 1hc \:a1Junal R,:gi,tc·r. 

I lt1l'Y P. l.ong I lospital <.>pcncd in PinL'l'ilk. Louisiana in 1939 and upcncd as a charity h,>spi tal. 
Tll()usands u!' pu ticms 11 ho c' llltld 11\lt afford rncd ical care have been treated at thi s f::icility al no 
cost for decades. This building is an inti:gra l part of"thc Central Louisiana ' s hi story . 

Thank yo11 fo1· t:Onsidcring this prnpcr1_1· as a National lli s1uric Landmark. 

Lance I larri s 

LH/ jbh 
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VIA FACSIMILE & US MAIL 
202-371-6447 

National Register of Historic Places 
National Park Service 
1849 C St. NW., MS 2280 
Washington, DC 20240 

To Whom It May Concern: 

page 1 

June 24, 2015 

RECEIVED 2280 

I JUN 2 5 2015 I 
NAT. REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Please be advised I fully support the inclusion of the Huey P. Long Medical 
Center building, located in Alexandria's sister city, Pineville, Louisiana, to the 
National Register of Historic Places. With this designation, and the availability of 
certain incentives that go with it, our community will have the opportunity to protect 
this historic monument. 

JacquesM.Roy 
Mayor 

With best wishes, I remain 

Office of the Mayor 
Post Office Box 71 

Alexandriu, Louisiana 71309-0071 
Tel (318) 449-5000 · fax (318) 449-5229 

e-mai 1: tony a.corley@ci tyof a lex.com 



Chris J. Roy, Sr. Law Office, L.L.C. 
Chris J. Roy, Sr. 
Attorney at Law 

1920 Jackson Street 
Alexandria, Louisiana 71301 

George C. Gaiennie, III 
Of Counsel 

Phone: (318) 767-1114 E-Mail: 
croy929@suddenlinkmail.com 

RECEIVED 2280 

JUN 3 U 2015 

NAT. REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Federal Tax Id:27-0909019 Fax: (318) 767-1404 

June 23, 2015 

National Park Service/ 
National Register of Historic Places 
1849 C Street, Northwest MS (2280) 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: . PROPERTY TO BE NOMINATED FOR 
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES: 
HUEY P. LONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
352 HOSPITAL BOULEVARD 
PINEVILLE, LOUISIANA 71360 
PARISH OF RAPIDES 

To whom it may concern: 

Rather than try to elaborate on all of the information 
pertinent to my request that the National Register of Historic 
Places consider placing Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital of 



Page Two 
June 23, 2015 

Pineville, Louisiana, on the National Register of Historic 
Places, I have included three pages that were published in the 
Alexandria Daily Town Talk (Alexandria, Louisiana) by Richard 
Sharkey, one of its reporters, that is self explanatory. 

The initial page with a picture of Huey P. Long Memorial 
Hospital contains much information about the hospital, that was 
furnished by Mr. Paul Smith of the Historic Preservation and 
Consulting in Alexandria, Louisiana, apropos the salvation of the 
building (monument) and other information. 

I am 79 years of age, a lawyer, who has been practicing for 
56 years, and from the small city of Marksville, Louisiana, which 
is some 30 miles from Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital. In an 
effort to save the hospital from being closed by Governor Bobby 
Jindal, I have represented several individuals in the Historical 
Association of Central Louisiana to keep the hospital open, to no 
avail. As of this date, the hospital has been closed, although we 
have litigation in the Court of Appeal for the First Circuit, in an 
attempt to reverse the decision made by Governor Bobby Jindal, 
that has yet been argued. 

I am involved in this litigation pro bono, because my 
experience and knowledge of what Huey P. Long Memorial 
Hospital has meant to Central Louisiana and for that matter, North 
Louisiana, requires me to write and request that you consider 
placing the hospital on the National Register of Historic Places, to 
offset its pending or perhaps permanent closure. According to Mr. 
Paul Smith, placing the hospital on the National Register of 
Historic Places would obviate its demolition, which might occur in 



. Page Three 
June 23, 2015 

view of Governor Bobby Jindal' s adamant interest in closing the 
hospital and perhaps demolishing this 75-year-old monument. 

As a matter of fact, recently, several cottages surrounding the 
building have been dedicated to an association for the protection of 
battered women and their children, and the cottages will be used by 
the state for those purposes. 

The purpose for this letter is to save the monument itself, 
HPL, as a building, to be used for purposes other than its 
demolition; therefore, I respectfully request that you examine the 
information I have attached to this letter and make a decision to 
place Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital on the National Register of 
Historic Places; thus, saving it from demolition. 

Thanking you for your attention in this matter. With best 
wishes, I remain. 

Yours truly, 

CHRIS J. ROY, 

CJRS:pl 



National Register listing could boost HPL's chances of re-use 

f\iational Register listing could, boost HPL's chances of 
re-use 

Richard Sharkey, Louisiana / / p.m. CDTJuly JO, 2014 

(Photo: Courtesy of the Old Town 

Hall Museum in Pineville) 

Joining the National Register of Historic Places would only offer limited protection for Huey P. Long Medical 

Center in Pineville, but it would open up tax breaks that could make its re-use more economically feasible . 

Pal.ii Smith of Historic Preservation Consulting is working to get the charity hospital eligible for inclusion on the 

National Register. 

"I think it has a very good chance" of qualifying for the National Register, Smith said . "I feel strongly that it will 

be determined to be eligible for listing, but nothing is guaranteed." 

Smith , 63, of Alexandria, has submitted paperwork to the state Division of Historic Preservation, and a decision 

on the hospital's eligibility is expected within a few weeks. 

"That eligibility invokes what protection there is," Smith said , and being listed on the National Register "offers very little protection." 

Being declared eligible would be sufficient to let a private developer know the tax breaks are there if the building is repurposed, and Smith doesn't see 

the need to go through the time-consuming and research-heavy process of getting the building on the National Register at this time . 

Completion of that process could take up to a year, involve additional research and reviews, and cost up to about $5,000. When the proper time comes, a 

private developer could go through the full process in order to qualify for the tax breaks. 

The National Register designation would not ensure that Huey P. Long Medical Center building would not be demol_ished. 

But it would make a re-use project eligible for a 20 percent federal tax credit and a 25 percent state tax credit - incentives that might make it more 

attractive to renovate than to demolish. The state credit would be available because the hospital is within the Pineville Downtown Development District, 

Smith said . 

The state has said it does not have specific plans for tl)e hospital building . Pineville Mayor Clarence Fields said he'll continuing talking with state officials 

about the building's future. He would like to see it re-used and is adamant that it should not be just shuttered and abandoned. 

The hospital's operations ended June 30 as part of the state's move to privatize charity health care, although some ·workers remain on the job for 

transition, security and maintenance. 

Helen Moore of the Historical Association of Central Louisiana paid for half of Smith's $1,000 fee, while the association paid the rest. 

Moore, a Pineville resident who worked at the hospital for 27 years, would prefer the hospital reopen , as a lawsuit against the state is seeking. But since 

that appears unlikely, she is trying to ensure that the building is not torn down. 

"I don't want to wake up some morning, and someone say, 'Helen, there's a wrecking ball"' at the hospital, Moore said Thursday. 

She was among the. speakers Monday night at a meeting held by Pineville Concerned Citizens meeting about the status of the lawsuit and the future of 

Huey P. Long Medical Center. 

Smith said three factors are considered in determining a property's eligibility for the National Register - architectural significance, the historic 

significance and its association with a historic person. It appears to qualify on all three. 

The hospital building was designed by Shreveport architect Edward F. Neild, who also designed the federal courthouse building in Alexandria, the Harry 

S. Truman Presidential Library and Museum in Independence, Missouri , and several buildings on the campus of Louisiana Tech University. A number of 

buildings designed by Neild are included on the National Register. 

The hospital building's architecture represents a style called Streamline Moderne, Smith said. "A lot of people would look at that building and classify it as 

Art Deco, but it's not. ," 

http://www.thetowntalk.com/story /news/local/2014/07 /1 Vnational-regjster-listing-could-boost-hpls-chan... 8/7/2014 



National Register listing could boost HPL' s chances of re-use 
::,ueam me IvIoaer ·· 

Art Deco, and that's associated with the experience of having come through the Depression - simple frugality ," Smith said. 

A.-~•J, he said, the American consciousness of that time period was "obsessed with speed. And all of these structures give· the sense that they are in 

motion." 

If you observe the building from the southwest corner looking at the front fa9ade, "it looks like you're looking at the stern of a boat or a ship." 

"Architecturally, it (hospital) is an excellent example by a very well-known architect of that particular style of architecture," Smith said . "I think that alone 

will carry the day" as far as becoming eligible for the National Register. 

The building's connection to Huey P. Long , the Louisiana governor and U.S. senator who gained national fame before being assassinated in 1935, adds 

to its likelihood of qualifying for the National Register, Smith said. 

If the building were added to the National Register, any project involving federal funds would have to go through a special review process. 

Many people have misconceptions about the weight of the National Register, Smith said. Some think it provides for federal control over a property's use, 

while others believe it opens up a "pool of money" for rehabbing or preservation . Neither is true, he said. 

The main benefit of the hospital building becoming eligible for the National Register would be the potential tax breaks, while the federal review 

requirement would be secondary. 

Smith began working on preservation projects in the 1970s, and about five years ago he decided to become a consultant to help others preserve 

historically significant homes and buildings. Since then, his projects have passed the $1 million mark in tax credits for the property owners involved. 

The idea to become a preservation consultant was spawned in 2005 when he learned that Louisiana created a tax credit program in 2003, but no one 

was taking advantage of it. 

Smithwas asked to speak about his National Register efforts at the Pineville Concerned Citizens meeting, and he admits he felt a bit uncomfortable 

because he was talking about potential re-use of the building while many in the room, including some workers who lost their jobs, are holding out hope 

that the hospital could reopen because of the lawsuit. 

"The No. 1 issue here is much more personal and much more emotional. It's about jobs, and it's about providing health-care services il'l ihe city of 

Pineville," Smith said . "Those are extraordinarily important issues, and ... talking about what the building might be as an alternative Plan B or C or D felt a 

little out of place when the issues were so much more personal." 

HPL opening had abundance of hoopla 

The fanfare surrounding the opening of Huey P. Long Medical Center in Pineville in the late 1930s was at the time unprecedented in the area. 

Celebrations were held in Pineville and in Alexandria, and more than 25,000 people showed up for the "world 's largest free barbecue" to consume 25,000 

pounds of barbecued beef and mutton, 4,000 pounds of potato salad and 4,000 loaves of bread, according to news reports. 

In March 1938, the area celebrated the building of what was then referred to as Mid-State Charity Hospital. It was later called Huey P. Long Charity 

Hospital and then Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital. 

The hospital officially opened in October 1939. White patie_nts were cared for in the northern half of the building , while black patients were cared for in the 

southern half of the building . Women were treated on the second floor,_ while men were treated on the third floor. 

Huey P. Long was the third charity hospital built in the state, according to Paul Smith , an Alexandria preservation consultant who is working to get the 

hospital building eligible to be placed on the National Register of Historic Places. The first two hospitals were in New Orleans and Shreveport. 

In addition to the barbecue to celebrate the Pineville charity hospital, Alexandria hosted a downtown parade that drew 50,000 to 60,000 people, including 

Gov. Richard Leche, according to an article in The Town Talk on March 7, 1938. The crowd was reported to be "the largest ever assembled in 

Alexandria ," and Mayor V.V. Lamkin said, "There was no disturbance of any kind , and only two 'drunks' were arrested by the police ." 

At the barbecue, "the speaking program was abruptly cut short before several gentlemen could be heard or the benediction be pronounced. Someone 

ordered the 'mess call ' sounded for the barbecue, and the crowd dashed for the barbecue tables," the article said. 

The crowd polished off every bit of food available. 

http://www.thetowntalk.com/story /news/local/2014/07 / 1 l /national-re ister-listing-could,,_boost-hpls-chan. .. 8/7/2014 
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_Public comments sought on HPL joining National 
"Register 

Richard Sharkey rsharkey@thetowntalk.com 6:35 p.m. CDT June I I, 2015 

A decision could come next month on whether the closed Huey P. Long Medical Center building in Pineville will 

be added to National Register of Historic Places, but the National Park Service first wants to hear from the · 

public. 

The National Park Service is accepting written and faxed comments about the significance of the HPL building 

as it considers whether to add it to the National Register. Comments should be submitted by June 24. 

(Photo: Town Talk file photo) Paul Smith of Historic Preservation Consulting in Alexandria said a nomination to the National Register is 

generally considered on the building's merits as well as the recommendation of a state review panel, "but 

comments from affected parties and local citizens are also considered ." 

Smith was hired by the Historical Association of Central Louisiana to do the work involved in trying to get the HPL building added to the National Register. 

In April, a state review panel unanimously endorsed adding HPL to the National Register and sent its recommendation to the National Park Service. 

The current public comment period "is the final step in the process," Smith said. 

"We're expecting to hear back the final decision sometime in the first two weeks of July, hopefully. And we are 

very optimistic," he said . 

The Pineville hospital, which officially opened in October 1939, was shut down on June 30, 2014, as part of the 

state's privatization of the charity health-care system. 

Comments about its possible inclusion to the National Register may be mailed via the U.S. Postal Service to: 

National Register of Historic Places, National Park Service, 1849 C St. NW., MS 2280, Washington, DC 20240. 

Comments sent through other carriers should be sent to: National Register of Historic Places, National Park 

Service, 1201 Eye St. NW. , 8th floor, Washington, DC 20005. 

Paul Smith (Photo: Town Talk file To fax comments_, send them to 202-371-6447. 
photo) 

The National Park Service advised that information that is included with the comments, such as an address or 

phone number, may become publicly available. 

Inclusion on the National Register would not guarantee that the HPL building would not be torn down, but it would reduce the chances of that happening. 

The state has not announced what the future might hold for the building. 

Earning National Register status would make a re-use project eligible for a 20 percent federal tax credit and a 25 percent state tax credit. Such incentives 

could make it worth it to a new owner to renovate the building rather than demolish it. 

If HPL joins the National Register, any plans for the building involving federal funds would have to undergo a special review process. 

Read or Share this story: http://www.thetowntalk.com/story/news/local/2015/06/11/public-comments-sought-hpl-joining-national-registern1094154/ 

J 

http://www.thetowntalk.com/story/news/local/2015/06/11/public-comments-sought-hpl-joining-national. .. 6/18/2015 
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LANCE HARRIS 
State Representative ~ D istrict 25 
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Washington . I)(' 202-10 
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NAT. REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

RE: 1/ue_r I'. Long Memorial flospital-N omi11Mio11 .fr1r National Register 
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VIA FACSIMILE & US MAIL 
202-371-6447 

National Register of Historic Places 
National Park Service 
1849 C St. NW., MS 2280 
Washington, DC 20240 

To Whom It May Concern: 

June 24, 2015 

Please be advised I fully support the inclusion of the Huey P. Long Medical 
Center building, located in Alexandria's sister city, Pineville, Louisiana, to the 
National Register of Historic Places. With this designation, and the availability of 
certain incentives that go with it, our community will have the opportunity to protect 
this historic monument. 

Jacques M. Roy 
Mayor 

With best wishes, I remain 

Yours very truly, 

c s .Roy ~ 
ayor, City of Alexandria 

Office of the Mayor 
Post Office Box 71 

Alexandria, Louisiana 71309-0071 
Tel(318) 449-5000· Fax(318)449-5229 

e-mail: tonya.corley@cityofalex.com 
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Email: harr isl@lcg is.la.gov 
Phone: 3 18. 767 .6095 

Fax: 3 18 .767 .6097 

LANCE HARRIS 
State Representative ~ District 25 
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Comme rce 
Health and WeHare 

Labor and Industria l Relatio ns 
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Nat. Register of Histori~ Places 
National Park Service 

R E: flu e_) ' I'. Long Memorial llospilal-Nomi11rllio11_fr>r National Register 

I u Whllfll It \ l,1, ( ·nnn:rn · 

I "i , h lt1 c press 111, s1ro11g ,upp,1r1 ol lhe no 111 i11atil1n to h;1, e I luc.' I' . I .ong Mcnrnrial I losp ital 
be plaecd on th ,· :\a11011al Regi s1c r. 

I luc.' I' I 011g I lospi1al opened in Pi nc, ilk . Louis iana in 193 1) and opened as a charity hospiwl. 
/'11ousand , ui'pa11cms 1\110 co ul d not affo rd medical carc ha\'(: been treated al thi s litcili t,' at no 

cost lclr decades. 1'11is build ing is an integra l pan of' thc Centra l 1.uuis iana· s his tor~. 

f'hank )O U fo r consitkring this prope r!.' as a Na tio nal I lis toric Landma rk. 

Lance I larris 

f.ll tjbh 
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Chris]. Roy, Sr. La\v Office, L.L.C. 
Chris J. Roy, Sr. 
Attorney at Law 

1920 Jackson Street 
Alexandria, Louisiana 71301 

George C. Gaiennie, III 
Of Counsel 

Phone: (318) 767-1114 E-Mail: 
croy92 9@suddenlinkmail.com 

RECEIVED 2280 

JUN 2 3 2015 

NAT. REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Federal Tax Id:27-0909019 Fax: (318) 767-1404 

June 23, 2015 

National Park Service/ 
National Register of Historic Places 
1849 C Street, Northwest MS (2280) 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

RE: PROPERTY TO BE NOMINATED FOR 
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES: 
HUEY P. LONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
352 HOSPITAL BOULEVARD 
PINEVILLE, LOUISIANA 71360 
PARISH OF RAPIDES 

To whom it may concern: 

Rather than try to elaborate on all of the infonnation 
pertinent to my request that the National Register of Historic 
Places consider placing Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital of 
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Pineville, Louisiana, on the National Register of Historic 
Places, I have included three pages that were published in the 
Alexandria Daily Town Talk (Alexandria, Louisiana) by Richard 
Sharkey, one of its reporters, that is self explanatory. 

The initial page with a picture of Huey P. Long Memorial 
Hospital contains much information about the hospital, that was 
fmnished by Mr. Paul Smith of the Historic Preservation and 
Consulting in Alexandria, Louisiana, apropos the salvation of the 
building (monument) andother information. 

I am 79 years of age, a lawyer, who has been practicing for 
56 years, and fr01n the small city of Marksville, Louisiana, which 
is some 30 miles from Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital. In an 
effort to save the hospital from being closed by Governor Bobby 
Jindal, I have represented several individuals in the Historical 
Association of Central Louisiana to keep the hospital open, to no 
avail. As of this date, the hospital has been closed, although we 
have litigation in the Court of Appeal for the First Circuit, in an 
attempt to reverse the decision made by Governor Bobby Jindal, 
that has yet been argued. 

I am involved in this litigation pro bono, because my 
experience and knowledge of what Huey P. Long Memorial 
Hospital has meant to Central Louisiana and for that matter, North 
Louisiana, requires me to write and request that you consider 
placing the hospital on the National Register of Historic Places, to 
offset its pending or perhaps permanent closure. According to Mr. 
Paul Smith, placing the hospital on the National Register of 
Historic Places would obviate its demolition, which might occur in 
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view of Governor Bobby Jindal' s adamant interest in closing the 
hospital and perhaps demolishing this 75-year-old monument. · 

As a matter of fact, recently, several cottages surrounding the 
building have been dedicated to an association for the protection of 
battered women and their children, and the cottages will be used by 
the state for those purposes. 

The purpose for this letter is to save the monument itself, 
HPL, as a building, to be used for purposes other than its 
demolition; therefore, I respectfully request that you examine the 
information I have attached to this letter and make a decision to 
place Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital on the National Register of 

. Historic Places; thus, saving it from demolition. 

Thanking you for your attention in this matter. With best 
wishes, I remain. 

Yours truly, 

CHRIS J. ROY, 

CJRS:pl 
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N,ational Register listing could . boost HPL's chances of 
re-use 

Richard Sharkey, Louisiana I I p.111. CDT J11/y JO, 20/4 

(Photo: Courtesy or the Old Town 
Hall Museum in Pinev/1/e) 

Joining the National Register of Historic Places would only offer limited protection for Huey P. Long Medical 

Center in Pineville, but it would open up tax breaks that could make its re-use more economically feasible . 

Paul Smith of Historic Preservation Consulting is working to get the charity hospital eligible for inclusion on the 

National Register. 

"I think it has a very good chance" of qualifying for the National Register, Smith said . "I feel strongly that it will 

be determined to be eligible for listing , but nothing is guaranteed." 

Smith, 63, of Alexandria, has submitted papeiwork to the state Division of Historic Preservation, and a decision 

on the hospital's eligibility is expected within a few weeks. 

"That eligibility invokes what protection there is," Smith said, and being listed on the National Register "offers very little protection." 

Being declared eligible would be sufficient to let a private developer know the tax breaks are there if the building is repurposed, and Smith doesn't see 

the need to go through the time-consuming and research-heavy process of getting the building on the National Register at this time. 

Completion of that process could take up to a year, involve additional research and reviews, and cost up to about $5,000. When the proper time comes, a 

private developer could go through the full process in order to qualify for the tax breaks. 

The National Register designation would not ensure that Huey P. Long Medical Center building would not be demolished. 

But it would make a re-use project eligible for a 20 percent federal tax credit and a 25 percent state tax credit - incentives that might make it more 

attractive to renovate than to demolish . The state credit would be available because the hospital is within the Pineville Downtown Development District, 

Smith said. 

The state has said it does not have specific plans for the hospital building. Pineville Mayor Clarence Fields said he'll continuing talking with state officials 

about the building's future. He would like to see it re-used and is adamant that it should not be just shuttered and abandoned. 

The hospital's operations ended June 30 as part of the state's move to privatize charity health care, although some ·workers remain on the job for 

transition, security and maintenance. 

Helen Moore of the Historical Association of Central Louisiana paid for half of Smith's $1,000 fee, while the association paid the rest. 

Moore, a Pineville resident who worked at the hospital for 27 years, would prefer the hospital reopen, as a lawsuit against the state is seeking . But since 

that appears unlikely, she is trying to ensure that the building is not torn down. 

"I don't want to wake up some morning, and someone say, 'Helen, there's a wrecking ball'" at the hospital, Moore said Thursday . 

She was among the. speakers Monday night at a meeting held by Pineville Concerned Citizens meeting about the status of the lawsuit and the future of 

Huey P. Long Medical Center. 

Smith said three factors are considered in determining a property's eligibility for the National Register - architectural significance, the historic 

significance and its association wtth a historic person . It appears to qualify on all three. 

The hospital building was designed by Shreveport architect Edward F. Neild, who also designed the federal courthouse building in Alexandria, the Harry 

S. Truman Presidential Library and Museum in Independence, Missouri, and several buildings on the campus of Louisiana Tech University: A number of 

buildings designed by Neild are included on the National Register. 

The hospital building's architecture represents a style called Streamline Moderne, Smith said . "A lot of people would look at that building and classify it as 

Art Deco, but it's not.," 

http://www.thetowntalk .com/storv/nP.w~/lo""'lJ')O 1 Li/0'7 /1 1 /""'t;~~~1 
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Art Deco, and that's associated with the experience of having come through the Depression - simple frugality, " Smith said. 

/>: a•J, he said, the American consciousness of that time period was "obsessed with speed. And all of these structures give the sense that they are in 

motion ." 

If you observe the building from the southwest corner looking at the front fac,ade, "it looks like you 're looking at the stern of a boat or a ship." 

"Architecturally, it (hospital) is an excellent example by a very well-known architect of that particular style of architecture," Smith said. "I think that alone 

will carry the day" as far as becoming eligible for the National Register. 

The building's connection to Huey P. Long, the Louisiana governor and U.S. senator who gained national fame before being assassinated in 1935, adds 

to its likelihood of qualifying for the National Register, Smith said. 

If the building were added to the National Register, any project involving federal funds would have to go through a special review process. 

Many people have misconceptions about the weight of the National Register, Smith said. Some think it provides for federal control over a property's use, 

while others believe it opens up a "pool of money" for rehabbing· or preservation. Neither is true, he said . 

The main benefit of the hospital building becoming eligible for the National Register would be the potential tax breaks, while the federal review 

requirement would be secondary. 

Smith began working on preservation projects in the 1970s, and about five years ago he decided to become a consultant to help others preserve 

historically significant homes and.buildings. Since then, his projects have passed the $1 million mark in tax credits for the property owners involved . 

The idea to become a preservation consultant was spawned in 2005 when he learned that Louisiana created a tax credit program in 2003, but no one 

was taking advantage of it. 

Smith was asked to speak about his National Register efforts at the Pineville Concerned Citizens meeting, and he admits he felt a bit uncomfortable 

because he was talking about potential re-use of the building while many in the room, including some workers who lost their jobs, are holding out hope 

that the hospital could reopen because of the lawsuit. 

"The No. 1 issue here is much more personal and much more emotional. It's about jobs, and it's about providing health-care services in the city of 

Pineville," Smith said. ''Those are extraordinarily important issues, and ... talking about what the building might be as an alternative Plan B or C or D felt a 

little out of place when the issues were so much more personal." 

HPL opening had abundance of hoopla 

The fanfare surrounding the opening of Huey P. Long Medical Center in Pineville in the late 1930s was at the time unprecedented in the area . 

Celebrations were held in Pineville and in Alexandria , and more than 25,000 people showed up for the "world's largest free barbecue" to consume 25,000 

pounds of barbecued beef and mutton, 4,000 pounds of potato salad and 4,000 loaves of bread , according to news reports . 

In March 1938, the area celebrated the building of what was then referred to as Mid-State Charity Hospital. It was later called Huey P long Charity 

Hospital and then Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital. 

The hospital officially opened in October 1939. White patients were cared for in the northern half of the building , while black patients were cared for in the 

southern half of the building. Women were treated on the second floor, while men were treated on the third floor. 
. . 

Huey P. Long was the third charity hospital built in the state, according to Paul Smith, an Alexandria preservation consultant who is working to get the 

hospital building eligible to be placed on the National Register of Historic Places. The first two hospitals were in New Orleans and Shreveport. 

In addition to the barbecue to celebrate the Pineville charity hospital, Alexandria hosted a downtown parade that drew 50,000 to 60,000 people, including 

Gov. Richard Leche , according to an article in The Town Talk on March 7, 1938. The crowd was reported to be "the largest ever assembled in 

Alexandria ," and Mayor V.V. Lamkin said, "There was no disturbance of any kind, and only two 'drunks' were arrested by the police ." 

At the barbecue, "the speaking· program was abruptly cut short before several gentlemen could be heard or the benediction be pronounced . Someone 

ordered the 'mess call' sounded for the barbecue, and the crowd dashed for the barbecue tables," the article said. 

The crowd polished off every bit of food available. 

http:/ /www.thetowntalk.com/story/news/local/2014/07 /11 /national-register-listing-could-boost-hpls-chan... 8/7/2014 
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.Public comments sought on HPL joining National 
Register 

Richard Sharkey rsharkey@thctowntalk.com 6:35 p.m. CDT June I/ , 2015 

A decision could come next month on whether the closed Huey P. Long Medical Center building in Pineville will 

be added to National Register of Historic Places, but the National Park Service first wants to hear from the · 

publlc. 

The National Park Service is accepting written and faxed comments about the significance of the HPL building 

as it considers whether to add it to the National Register. Comments should be submitted by June 24. 

(Photo: Town Talk fife photo) Paul Smith of Historic Preservation Consulting in Alexandria said a nomination to the National Register is 

generally considered on the building's merits as well as the recommendation of a state review panel, "but 

comments from affected parties and local citizens are also considered ." 

Smith was hired by the Historical Association of Central Louisiana to do the work involved in trying to get the HPL building added to the National Register. 

In April , a state review panel unanimously endorsed adding HPL to the National Register and sent its recommendation to the National Park Service. 

The current public comment period "is the final step in the process," Smith said. 

"We're expecting to hear back the final decision sometime in the first two weeks of July, hopefully. And we are 

very optimistic," he said . 

The Pineville hospital, which officially opened in October 1939, was shut down on June 30, 2014, as part of the 

state's privatization of the charity health-care system. 

Comments about its possible inclusion to the National Register may be mailed via the U.S. Postal Service to: 

National Register of Historic Places, National Park Service, 1849 C St. NW., MS 2280, Washington, DC 20240. 

Comments sent through other carriers should be sent to: National Register of Historic Places, National Park 

Service, 1201 Eye St. NW. , 8th floor, Washington, DC 20005 . . 

Paul smith (Photo: Town Talk file To fax comments, send them to 202-371 -6447 . 
photo) 

The National Park Service advised that Information that is included with the comments, such as an address or 

phone number, may become publicly available. 

Inclusion on the National Register would not guarantee that the HPL building would not be torn down, but it would reduce the chances of that happening . 

The state has not announced what the future might hold for the building. 

Earning National Register status would make a re-use project eligible for a 20 percent federal tax credit and a 25 percent state tax credit. Such incentives 

could make it worth it to a new owner to renovate the building rather than demolish it. 

If HPL joins the National Register, any plans for the building involving federal funds would have to undergo a special review process. 

Read or Share this story: http://www.thetowntalk.com/story/news/local/2015/06/11/public-comments-sought-hpl-joining-national-registern1094154/ 

http://www.thetowntalk.com/story /news/local/2015/06/ l l /public-comments-sought-hpl-j oining-national. .. 6/18/2015 

................. ---
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National Park Service 
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Washington, D.C. 20240 
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JUN 2 4 2015 

NAT. REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Thomas M. Jones 
4704 Whitehall Blvd. 

Alexandria, LA 71303-2633 

This is to say that I am strongly in favor of Huey P. Long Hospital in Alexandria Louisiana being placed on 
the National Register of Historic Places. This hospital has been a huge benefit to the local population for 
many decades serving thousands of people at no cost with quality care who could not otherwise have 
afforded medical care. It is also named for one of the more prominent well known politicians in the 
history of Louisiana. I recommend that it be placed on the National Register. 

J 
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LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR PLACING HUEY P LONG HOSPITAL ON THE NATIONAL REGISTER 

Thomas M Jones 
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Sheriff and Tax Collector - Rapides Parish 

National Register of Historical Places 
National Park Service 
1849 C Street NW,MS 
Washington, DC 20240 

Gentlemen: 

RECEIVED 2280 

June 17, 2015 JUN 2 4 2015 

NAT. REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Re: Huey P. Long Medical Center 
Pineville, LA 

The hospital officially opened in October, 1939, and was shut down on June 30, 2014, as part 
of the state ' s privatization of the charity health-care system. The National Park Service is 
expected to decide soon whether to make the closed Huey P. Long Medical a historical 
building. I strongly support this effort. 

This hospital serviced many people with health issues and employed many in this area. It is 
a beautiful old building and is a part of our heritage. I understand the building has been 
inspected and has been classified as "sturdy" . I know this facility could be used for many 
worthwhile purposes. 

Your consideration in adding this medical building to the National Register would be greatly 
appreciated by all the citizens of Rapides Parish. 

WEH/gar 

Sincerely, 

William Earl Hilton 
Sheriff 

701 Murray Street I Post Office Box 1510 I Alexandria, Louisiana 71309 
Phone 318.473.6700 I Fax: 318.449.5455 I www.rpso.org 
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June 16, 2015 

FAX TO: (202) 371-6447 
National Register of Historic Places 
1849 C Street NW, MS 2280 
Washington D. C. 20240 

Re: National Register Status for Huey P. Long Hospital 
Located in Pineville, Louisiana 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Mr. Scott O. Brame, Trustee 
Mr. Micheal A, Owings, Trustee · 
Mrs. Ann B. Sliver, Trustee 

The Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital was built in 1937, so at my age of 73 years old and 
counting, it has been there all my life. It is clearly a historic Landmark for the 'City of 
Pineville. For much ofits history it was the only charity hospital for our twin city area. 

There are a number of individuals and organizations working for the best reuse of this 
facility. National ~egister Status would go a long way to bringing that to fruition. Please 
consider approving this application. · 

~;;::;f 
Ed Crump, Jr. 
Secretary Treasurer 

PO Drower 191 o Alexandrla, Louisiang 71309-191 o Phone 318 487•4332 Fcix 318 487-4932 emoll contact@coughlinsaunders.org : 
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Hotel Bentley of Alexandria, LLC 
Michael L. Jenkins 

June 16, 2015 

FAX: (202) 371-6447 

201 Johnston Street; Suite 101 
Alexandria, Louisiana 71301 

Phone: 318-44 3-9 879 
Fax: 318-445-1283 

m@michaeljenki11s.net 

National Register of Historic Places 
1849 C. Street NW, MS 2280 
Washington D.C. 20240 

Re: National Register Status for Huey P. Long Hospital 
Located in Pineville, Louisiana 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am personally requesting that the Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital be placed on the 
National Register. I cun-ently have seven properties on the Register in Rapides Parish 
and will do everything in my power to see this marvelous building preserved. 

7ij:t(;,j~ 
Micha.el L. Jenkins 

PAGE 01/01 
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FAX: (202) 371-6447 
Nati(mal Register of Historic Places 
1849 C Strf;Jet NW, MS 2280 
Washington D.C. 20240 

Dear Sirs: 

CHARRIER & CHARRIER 
++ 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
19,37 JACKS<)N STREET 

P.O. HOX 10()7 

AIFXANDRIA. LOUISIANA 71:109 
3 I "-4411-3952 

FAX - 318-448-3994 

June 15, 2015 

1901 WRENWOOI.I UI . .Vll. 

BATON HOI.IOli , LA 71,l~l)I/ 

Re: National Register Status for Huey P. Long Hospital 
Located in Pineville, Louisiana 

Please note that I am I 00% totally in favor of the Huey P. Long Memorial Hospital being placed on 
the National Register. This building is an integral part of Central Louisiana's history. Friends of the 
hospital along with members of the Historical Asso<;iation of Central Louisiana are working toward 
an adaptive reuse of this notable Central Louisiana Landmark. 

Kindest regards. 

Sincerely, 

'CHARRIER 
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National Register of Historic Places 
National Park Service 
1849 C St. NW., MS 2280 
Washu1gton, DC 20240 

·to Whom It May Concern: 

ECEIVEO 2280 

MayoJ· 
Clarence R. Fields 

City Clerk 
Ellen Melancon 

City Couucil 
Mary Galloway - District 1 

Kevin Dorn - District 2 
Christy Frederic - District 3 

Tom Bouchie - District 4 
Nathan Ma1tin - District 5 

As :M:ayor of Pineville, Louisiana, I am pleased to fmnish you with a letter of 
support for the efforts of placing Huey P. Long Medical Center on the National 
Registry. 

}Iuey P. Long Medical Center has been in continuotis operation at the same location in 
Pineville s~ce 1939. The citizens of our city were very fortunate to have had availability to 
the Huey P. Long Medical Center. A large portion of our adult and pediatric population in 
Central Louisiana has utilized this facility fortheir healthcare needs and would in some cases, 
have found it impossible to access another facility. 

Huey P, Long Medidal Center is a landmarkthat has a very long artd rich history in Pineville 
and deserves this special recognition. Therefore, I support the application for Huey P. Long 
Medical Center to be placed on the National Register ofHistodc Places. 

Tha11k you for your consideration. 

City of Pineville • P.O. Box 3820 • Pineville, Louisiana 71361 • Phone (318) 449-5650 • Fax (318) 442fl8373 
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Nat. Register of Histori~ Places 
National Park Service 

O FF I CE OF T H E LIE U TE N ANT GOV ERNOR 

DEPARTME N T O F CULTU R E, RECREAT I ON & TOUR I S M 

O FFICE O F C U L T URAL D EVELO PMENT 

DIVI SI O N O F HISTORI C PRESERV AT IO N 

May 8, 2015 

Mr. James Gabbert 

PAM BREA U X 

ASSISTAN T SECRETARY 

National Park Service 2280, 8th Floor; National Register of Historic Places 
1201 "I" Street, NW; Washington , DC 20005 

Jessica Richardson, National Register Coordinator 
Louisiana Division of Historic Preservation 

Huey P. Long Memorial HospitaxParish , LA 

~ 

The enclosed disk contains the true and correct copy of the nomination for Huey P. Long 
Memorial Hospital to the National Register of Historic Places. The second disk contains 
the photographs of the property in TIF fo rmat. Should you have any questions, please 
contact me at 225-219-4595 or jrichardson@crt.la.gov. 

Thanks, 

Jessica ~ 

Enclosures: 
X 

X 

X 

X 

Comments: 

CD with PDF of the National Register of Historic Places nomination form 
CD with electronic images (tif format) 
Physical Transmission Letter 
Physical Signature Page, with original signature 
Other: 

X Please ensure that this nomination receives substantive review 
_____ This property has been certified under 36 CFR 67 
_____ The enclosed owner( s) objection( s) do ____ do not ___ _ 

consti tute a majority of property owners. 
Other: 
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AN EQUAL OPPORT U N ITY EMPLOYER 
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